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CH.APrER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.-- A significant statement of the inherent problems
involved in understanding the behavior of children is presented by
Prescott:’
There is no doubt about the fact that children are
frequently very troublesome at home, at school, or in the
community. At times they seem like perverse imps bent
upon upsetting routines, destroying property, and dis
organizing adult life generally. Too often such circim---
stances are treated as though some- moral issue were- -para
mount. Children are blamed, scolded, punished, or humilia
ted with the idea of preventing repetitions of the unwanted
behavior. Too often this seems to exaggerate the trouble.
If a particular piece of behavior is not repeated, some
other equally disturbing symptom appears. The truth of
the matter only occasionally lies in any really serious
intention on- the part of the child. More often he is
merely protesting or compensating for the frustration of
one of his genuine personality needs.
There are so many conditions which may occur to upset
the orderly development of a child that the wonder is that
children give so little cause for worry. They-are termed
unwholesome conditions because so often they give rise
• • • to behavior on the part of the child concerned which can
not be accepted by his family, his school, or which does
violence to the personality needs with which the child is
pre-occupied at the time can evoke unwholesome behavior.
There have developed, in our society, certain patterns of be-
-. havior and conduct which are considered, by many, to be desirable.
These patterns have become a. part of the customs, traditions, sanctions,
and mores which form the framework within which the individual is
expected to secure social approval.
1Daniel Alfred Prescott, Emotion and the Educative Process
(Washington, 1938), p. 127.
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Since one of the functions of the school is to transmit aspects of the
culture, the behaviors which children exhibit are indices of the success
ful indoctrination of children into these tiacceptablet? Behaviors. When
children deviate from preconceived notions of the behaviors-which they
are expected to exhibit, they become “problems” to the teacher or other
adults who desire for them to conform. Because of these behavior
problems the teacher, who conceives her role and function as producing
conformity to these “accepted behaviors,” must constantly be on the
alert and check up on the conduct of children as they learn and operate
in the learning situation. The teacher must strive continuously to
acquire an understanding of the child which will include an understanding
of his needs and the possible behaviors resulting in his attempts to
adjust himself.
The writer became deeply concerned about problem pupils as to their
intelligence and achievement, and wanted to find out if there is a
statistically significant difference between problem and non-problem
pupils as would be revealed from the two different kinds of tests
administered to each group. It is from this point-of-view that the
writer has approached this study on problem and non-problem pupils.
The study proposed for this research also stemmed from past and
current interest that the writer has in the pupils of the Lynwood Park
Elementary School. The majority of the pupils served by this school
are from underprivileged home environments which foster in some instances
pupils with very definite maladjustments. These maladjustments conspire
to mark these pupils as “problem-students.” On the other hand, many of
3
the boys and girls who come to school are not so maladjusted as to be
labelled “problem cases,” but rather just children from underprivileged
environments who need more wholesome opportunities of self-expression
afforded by the clubs, extra curricular activities and the experiences
of a well organized curriculum.
Eventually a teacher begins to class some pupils as tiproblemsat and
other pupils as “non-problems.” If she is thoughtful, she will in time
begin to wonder if there are differences in the native intelligence,
and school achievement between the two classified groups. This study
endeavors to gather some tangible data associated with this problem.
Definition of Terms.-- Significant terms used throughout the study
are- defined below.
1. The term “problem--pupils” refers to those pupils who
fell above the “median” on the K. D. Proneness Test
and also showed maladjustment on the K. D. Proneness
Check List.
2. The term”non-problem pupils” refers to those pupils
who fell below the’~edian” on the K. D. Proneness
Test and also showed non-problem behavior on the K.
D. Proneness Check List.
3. The term “intelligence” refers to the traits as
measured by the California Short Form Test of Mental
Maturity. -
4• The term “achievement” refers to the level of ac
complishment as measured by the California Achieve
ment Tests.
Locale of the Study.-- -This study was conducted in the Lynwood
Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia. The school is located
on Osborne Road. It is one of the five schools for Negroes in DeKalb
County. Lynwood Park Elementary and High School is an attractive modern
brick structure containing thirteen elementary classrooms and five high
school classrooms, an office, a library, a cafetorium, janitor’s stock room,
and toilets.
There are thirteen teachers on the elementary staff and five teachers
on the high school staff all of whom hold professional four-year college
certificates. The enrollment is 625.
One thousand two hundred fifty persons are employed by Lays Potato
Chips Company, General Motors and on the Industrial Boulevard. Some of
these people are also employed in industries in Atlanta, Georgia, (city).
Lynwood Park does not have a local hospital but there is a county
health department, with public health services, it is a branch head
quarters of the State Department of Health, and a branch laboratory of
the State Department of Public Health.
There are seven Negro churches in the immediate community of Lyn
wood Park. The Epiritual, cultural, and social attitudes of the Negroes
in Lynwood Park are influenced by the churches and schools.
The majority of the Negroes seem to be inadequately housed. Some
are home owners. The trend seems to be increasingly turning toward home
ownership.
Evolution of the Problem.-- Frequently personality maladjustment
grows out of poor guidance which often results from a lack of under
standing and planning for individuality. Continuous efforts have been
made to cope with pupil needs by making provisions for experience and
materials which are meaningful and provide opportunities for learning.
It is said that learning is fundamentally an individual and personal
matter. A pupil learns for himself through his own efforts, and in all
probability learns more effectively in his own peculiar way.
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A heterogeneous group of children, ranging extensively in abilities
comprise the present public school system of America. The school affords
them a multiplicity of activities, however, at the elementary level,
every child has a natural curiosity that is apparently insatiable. Cog
nizance of the wide range of personality development, intelligence levels
and achievement among individuals as one of the dominant and inescapable
facts in education has brought rise to the development of a program of
testing in various areas.
So that a meaningful and purposeful instructional program for any
class of intermediate-grade pupils can be properly planned, information
on the needs and interests of the boys and girls should be gathered and
studied.
More specifically this research gives the writer an opportunity to
study the tested differences in intelligence and achievement.
Statement of the Problem. -- The problem involved in this study was
to determine the differences in intelligence and achievement between a
group of problem and non-problem sixth grade pupils of the Lynwood Park
Elementary School of North Atlanta, Georgia.
Purpose of the Study.-- The major purpose of this study was concerned
with the analysis and interpretation of the difference between intelligence
and achievement and behavior patterns of a group of problem and a group
of non-problem pupils enrolled in the sixth grade of the Lynwood Park
Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia. The specific purposes of
this study were:
1. To determine the difference, if any, in the intelli
gence or mental maturity levels of the groups of
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problem and non-problem pupils, as measured by
the California Test of Mental Maturity.
2. To determine the differences, if any, in th~~~~school
achievement of the groups of problem and non-problem
p pupils, as measured by the California Test of Achieve
ment.
3. To determine the difference, if any, in the behavior
of the groups of problem and non-problem pupils, as
measured by the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior
Scale.
i. To derive whatever implications, if any, from the
analysis and interpretation of the data which might
prove fruitful in educational practices.
Procedure.-- The data for this study were compiled, analyzed and
presented as follows:
The review of related literature required intensive study
throughout the investigation and is summarized and presented in this
thesis.
Permission to carry out this study was obtained from the ad
ministration of the school and the superintendent of the DeKaib County
Public Schools.
Testing readiness was developed within the participating pupils
through explanations and discussions.
The administration (to the 50 pupils in the sixth grade) of the
three tests: The California Test of Mental Maturity, the California
Achievement Test, and the Haggerty-Olson-wjcktnan Behavior Scale.
In order to determine those of the fifty pupils who should be
considered as belonging to the problem and non-problem groups the K. D.
Proneness Test and Check List was used. Those pupils who scored above
the mean on the K. D. Proneness and also on the Check List were placed
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in the problem group. They were seventeen in number. The pupils who
were below the median on both of these instruments were placed in the
non-problem group. They were seventeen in number.
The research method used in this study was the descriptive-survey
method incorporating testing and statistical techniques; the mean and
median for determining central tendency, the standard deviation and the
range for indicating degrees of dispersion and the Fisher’s “t”.
The data derived from the testing program were assembled in appro
priate tables, graphs, and figures and in turn, statistically treated
as the purposes of the study determined.
Related Literature.-- The literature pertaining to this study has
been organized under the following headings: Problem Behavior; Intelli
gence; Achievement; Personality and Behavior; and pertinent studies.
During the process of development u~any “problems” appear. Some
problems are temporary and characteristic of a certain period of growth,
some take one form at one age and persist in other forms at a later age,
and some may touch upon only a limited aspect of everyday life, while others
may represent tensions and difficulties that permeate behavior as a whole.
According to Jersild,~- whatever form a child’s maladjustment may take, it
represents a response to a difficulty or handle that arises in connection
with his private preoccupations, his relations with others, the demands that
1Arthur T. Jersild, Child Psychology (New York, 191+2), p. 551+.
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are placed upon him, and factors that cut across his interests and desires.
Buhler’ holds that a problem is a hindrance that disrupts the
continuity or processes within the individual or in a group that a
problem in school disrupts the work, desirable cooperation of the group.
Accordingly, Wickman2 states that it is to be noted that the very
existence of a behavior problem is designated by personal or social atti-.
tude. There can be no problems in behavior, in the active social sense,
unless someone reacts to them as such. Moreover, any form of conduct in
a child or adult may become a problem if it is regarded and treated as
undesirable behavior by the social group in which the individual happens
to live.
Hanna3 made a study of ten children with behavior problems enrolled
in the Calhoun County Training School. She found that the group, mal
adjusted children, manifested the following patterns of behavior: stealing,
obscene notes, truancy, temper outbursts, defiance to discipline, lying,
cheating, bullying, fighting, disinterest in school work, unpopularity
with children, and over-activity. Hanna recommended that: (1) every
school provide guidance counselors equipped to give help to parents, teachers,
and children, (2) that the child’s environment be adjus-ted to meet his
needs, (3) that the child’s experience be enriched and expanded, ~) that
~Charlotte Bubler, Childhood Problems and Teachers (New York, 1952).
2E. K. Wickman, Children’s Behavior and Teachers’ Attitudes (New York,
1929), p. 3.
3Orlean Hanna, 11A Study of Ten Children with Behavior Problems Enrolled
in the Calhoun County Training School, Anniston, Alabama” (Unpublished Master’ s
Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1911.9),
pp. 81~811..
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aid be given to help the child in the realization of worthy behavior goals,
and (5) that the child be stimulated to evolve new value concepts.
Significant findings according to Prescott’ are:
Emotional reactions are primarily adjustive, but may be
disruptive. Emotional behavior is learned, especially with
regards to exciting causes. The patterning of emotional
behavior iS determined functionally. Three basic categories
of personality needs, exist: the physiological needs, the
social needs, and the ego or integrative needs. Personality
maturing is marked by achievement of behavior appropriate to
meet the needs felt at each age level. Numerous situations
in contemporary society have been described which lead to
serious frustration of basic personality needs, or to the
development of attitudes which are known to be unwholesome.
The source of behavior problems, according to Baker.2
Malbehavior arises from conditions within the child
or from external influences whose effects are not often
noted or understood by others. There are many types of
behavior and they vary from minor disturbances which
have no deep seated causes to acts of violence classified
as crimes.
Kenion3 in her study of twenty-five children in the Big Zion Elemen
tary School, Kenansville, North Carolina, found the following types of
behavior: stealing, lying, fighting, temper outbursts, cheating, sex
offenses, timidity, bullying, unpopularity with children, and tardiness.
Kenion found that the most probable causes for these undesirable behavior
‘Daniel Alfred Prescott, Emotion and the Educative Process (Washington,
pp. 183-192.
2Harry J. Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children (New York,
pp. 3~9-35l.
3Annie Mae Kenion, “Individual Case Studies of Twenty-Five Children
in the Big Zion Elementary School, Kenansville, North Carolina~’ (Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta,
Georgia, l9)+O), pp. 68-69.
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problems were: poorly trained parents, lack of training in the home,
broken homes, physical disabilities, inadequate housing facilities, and
immorality in the homes. Kenion offered the following recommendation to
promote better pupil adjustment: that greater co-operation between the
home and school should be developed through various clubs, the Parent
Teacher Association, conferences, visits to homes, adult education
programs, night school, and personal interviews.
The question, “What kind of personality would you want your child to
possess?” is often asked by persons. Lee and Lee1 answer this question
as follows:
We want our children to be well-adjusted with integrated
personalities. This does not mean very much to us unless we
know what is meant by well-adjusted and integrated. Integrated
is derived from the word “integer” meaning unit. It has to do
with unity. An integrated personality is One in whiôh there is
harmony or unity among all phases of a person’s life.
Cruze2 says that although psychologists view intelligence from
different angles, in general, their definitions of the term emphasizes the
adaptability of the organism to new and different situations.
Jordan’s3 theory of intelligence assumes that the difference between
individuals in intelligence depends on the number of associations which
each has formed, the greater the number of associations the greater the
~-J. N. Lee and D. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New York, 1951),
p.63.
2Wendell W. Cruze, Educational Psychology (New York, 1950).
3A. N. Jordan, Educational Psychology (New York, l91i~2), pp. 509-510.
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intelligence.
Calvin’ points out, that intelligence is the ability of the indi
vidual to learn to adjust himself to his environment.
Dearborn2 describes intelligence as .... the capacity to learn or to
profit by experience.
Thurstone3 maintains that intelligence is composed of “primary
mental abilities.”
Cruze~ refers to intelligence as being able to carry on abstract
thinking.
Freeman5 listed three concepts of intelligence - the organic, the
social and the psychological or behavioristic. He considered that the
third is the dnly one that is of direct concern to intelligence testers
and called the others factors of intelligence. The psychological or
behavioristic concept accepts as intelligence that type of behavior which
is measured by intelligence tests measure. This definition is in line
with others. It has meaning for it implies that intelligence, although
it has not yet been adequately defined or delimited, condition the indivi
dualts behavior and that it is therefore, through observation and measure
ment of his behavior that his intelligence can be estimated.
1lbid., p. 516.
pp. 516-517.
3Louis L. Thurstone, Primary Mental Abilities, Psychometric Monograph
Series (Chicago, 1938).
~Wendell Cruze, Educational Psychology (New York, l91~2), p. 11~l.
5Frank Freeman, The Meaning of Intelligence (Illinois, 19).i-o).
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Accordingly, Darrell’ states that, when intelligence and achievement
tests are given to the pupils, a fairly marked tendency for achievement
scores to agree with intelligence scores is usually found. The exact size
of the relationship varies with the grade level and with the tests used.
In general, the better the teaching the closer the relationship.
The following statements report the literature pertaining to achieve
ment.
Jordan2 reports that success in school is directly related to
scores on intelligence tests. Both the scores on intelligence tests
and success in school are manifestations of what has been defined as
intelligence.
Dockery3 reports that different age levels of achievement are
dependent upon corresponding levels of maturation. At each age level
and for each individual, there is a ceiling beyond which he cannot rise
in achievement.
Two measurable evidences of academic achievement are the rate and
regularity of progress through the grades and the quality of achievement
as shown by teacher~t marks and scores in achievement tests. Many theories
reveal that teachers’ marks are not reliable and do not correlate as
highly with intelligence test scores as do achievement test scores.
Personality and Behavior.-- The literature is full of definitions of
personality. There is some agreement as to its nature. Listed below are
some of the most popular ones.
~-D. D. Darrell, ttThe Influence of Achievement On Intelligence Measures,tt
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. 21+ (1953), p. 196.
2A. M. Jordan, Educational Psychology (New York, 1933), p.1+33.
3F. C. Dockery, Psychology (New York, 191+6), pp. 97-100.
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Carmichael1 defines personality as being the organization within the
individual of those psychological system which determine his unique
adjustments to his environment.
Accordingly, Cruze2 says that personality may be defined as the
integrated and functioning pattern of all the traits and characteristics
of an individual.
Lee and Lee3 believe that personality is the result of a continuous
and continuing interaction of both the heredity and environment of an
individual.
With respect to behavior, Co1e~ makes the following statements:
There is no single or simple cause for delinquency.
It is made of life that arises from a complex set of
circumstances, each of which adds its bit to the total
picture of maladjustment.
white5 believes that adjustment represents a compromise between the
needs of the individual and the demands of the society in which he lives
and that individual tendencies must be restricted and channaled in certain
directions if the person is to function as a”member of the social organism.”
Carr6 states that some insight into delinquency or crime can be
detained from, almost any approach that bears a reasonable relationship to
1Leonard Carmichael, Manual of Child Psychology (New York, l9~3).
2Wendell W. Cruze, Educational Psychology (New York, l9112).
3J. M. and D. M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New York, l9~O).
~Luel1a Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York, l91~8), p. 326.
5flobert White, The Abnormal Personality (New York, l9L~.8), p. 387.
6Lowell J. Carr, Delinquency Control (New York~ 1950), pp. 185-186.
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the nature of the problem. Yet it stands to reason that since so little
is as yet known about the intricacies of normal behavior, it is the better
part of wisdom not be overawed by any branch of science or methodology
to the neglect of other promising leads in the study of abberrent behavior.
Belated Studies.-- The results of Fisherts study1 achieved the same,
non-problem group was consistently favored over the problem group in
terms of desirable intellectual traits, in desirable social traits and
background, in emotional adjustment, and physical fitness and vigor.
Miller2 found that children who have history of school truancy or
conspicuous classroom disorder have many physical handicaps such as
vision, hearing, teeth defects, and other illnesses.
Hanna3 found that pupils who presented the most trouble, personality
and behavior difficulties, were generally retarded, had a social maturity
at the expected level, and had a very low mechanical aptitude.
In a study done by Brogden~ the withdrawing pupils were superior
‘Mildred L. Fisher, “Measured Differences Between Problem and Non-
Problem Pupils,’t Journal of Educational Psychology, )Q(VII (1935), pp. 502-520.
2Frances A. Miller, “Truancy and Classroom Disorders as Symptoms of
Personality Problems,” Journal of Educational Psychology, XXVII(l935),
pp. 502-520.
30rleans Hanna, “A Study of Ten Children With Behavior Problems
Enrolled in the Calhoun County Training School, With Emphasis Upon Specific
Environmental Factors,” Atlanta University. M.A. Thesis, 19i1.0.
~Julia Mae Brogden, “A Study of Twenty-Five Maladjusted Pupils of
David T. Howard Junior High School, Atlanta, Georgia,” Atlanta University.
M. A. Thesis, l9~9.
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to the aggressive pupils in all of the traits measured.
Louise May Snyder1 reports a study at New York University upon
which the basis of the investigation was to get an idea of teacherst
reaction to the problem child. The setting of the study was the Jersey
City Elementary Schools. A sample was chosen from 13,532 pupils. From
this group 329 teachers reported 829 pupils as problem children.
M. E. Ilaggerty2 reports a study made by a clinic, composed of the
College of Education of the University of Minnesota and the Medical
School. The study was done in the public schools of Minneapolis during
the year 1923-192)4.. The survey project drew upon the teachers’ know
ledge of the children for a record of their behavior difficulties. Each
teacher was asked to catalog, according to a schedule provided, the
frequency of occurrence of undesirable behavior in the life of each
child in her room so far as such behavior had come to the teachers’
knowledge.
The statistical measures computed for and used withthe data are:
mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of the mean, standard
error of the differences between two means, Fisher’s “t” percentiles, and
test indices wherever their use could clarify the data.
The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations stemming
from the analysis and the interpretation of the data are presented in
1Louise M. Snyder, “The Problem Child in Jersey. C±ty,” Journal
of Educational Sociology, VII (February, 193)4.), pp. 3)4.3-352.
E. Haggerty, “The Incidence of Undesirable Behavior., in Public
School Children,” Journal of Educational Research, XII (1925), pp. 102-122.
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the chapters which follow.
Value of the Study.-- The writer feels that this study will give
some insight into the possible influence which these tests may have upon
further growth in the upper grades of the Lynwood Park Elementary School
and will bring to light the pertinent need of understanding individual
differences existing in intelligence and achievement whether the pupil
is considered to be a problem-child or a non-problem-child.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION A~D AN?tLYSIS OF DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data.-- The present chapter presents,
analyzes, and interprets the data which were gathered to ascertain the
difference, if any, in intelligence and educational achievement between
a group of problem and non-problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park
Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia.
The data for this research were collected and organized for the
purpose of analysis and interpretation in the following areas: (a) data
on how the “problem” and “non-problem” pupils were identified from the
results of the K. D. Proneness Test and the K. D. Proneness Check List,
(b) data on intelligence as measured by the California Test of Mental
Maturity, (c) data on achievement as measured by the California Test of
Achievement, (d) data on behavior as measured by the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman
Behavior Scale.
Seventeen subjects in the study were labelled “problem pupils” be
cause they “failed” both the K. D. Proneness Test and the K. D. Proneness
Check List.
Seventeen subjects in the study were labelled “non-problem pupils”
because they “passedtt both the K. D. Proneness Test and the K. D. Prone
ness Check List.
The “criterion of reliability” of the statistics involved in the
test of significance was established as Fisherts “t” of 2.O)-~. at the 5 per
cent level of confidence and 32 degrees of freedom.
‘H. E. Garrett, Stabilities in Education and Psychology (New York,
1950), pp. 186-189, 213-217.
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The summation, conclusions, implications, and recommendations stemming
from the interpretation of the data are contained in Chapter III of
this study.
Identification of Problem and Non-Problem Pupils.-- For the purpose
of this study the K. D. Proneness Test and the K. D. Proneness Check List
were utilized in determining the pupils who would be considered as ~robletn~
and “non-problem pupils”. The median scores of 3.07 and 12.8 as indicated
in Tables 1 and 2 divided the group and classified them into these cate
gories.
TABLE 1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEM AND NON-PROBLEM PUPILS DERIVED FROM
TRE RESULTS OF TIflE K. D. PRONENESS TEST OF THE SIXTH GRADE PUPILS OF


















Further interpretation showed seventeen pupils as “problem pupils” and
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seventeen pupils as “non~prob1em pupils.”
TABLE 2
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEM AND NON-PROBLEM PUPILS DERIVED FROM
TEE RESULTS OF TES K. D. PRONENESS CHECK LIST OF THE SIXTH GRADE


















Comparison of Chronological Ages
The data on the chronological ages expressed in months as revealed
by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and seventeen problem
boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta,
Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 3 and Li, respectively, are
found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the chronological ages for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 125
to a high of 156, with a mean score of 137.88, a median score of 138.25,
20
TABLE3
DISTRIBUTION OF TKE~ CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF TIlE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND
SEVENTEEI’T NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Ages in Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Months Frequency Frequency Frequency
170~1711. ]. 1
165-169 0 0 0
16o-i6ii. 2 0 2
155-159 0 1 1
150-151.i. 0 0 0
l~5-11i.9 0 0 0
i1~0.i1i1i. 3 7 10
135-139 0 2 2
l3O-l31~. 10 6 16
125-129 0 1 1
l20-12i+ 1 0 1
Total 17 17 3~-i-
Mean l39.li. 137.8 138.7
Sigma 13.1 6.96
S.E.M. 3.28 l.71i. 1.91
Median 137 138.25 131i.2
Range ~o 31 50
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TABLE Li.
COMPARISON OF CI1RONOL~ICAIJ AGES FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND
SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF TflE L~NWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S.E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t~
Problem 17 139.11. 13.1 3.28 - 1.6 3.72
Non-Problem 17 137.8 6.96 1.711. .Li.Q9
a standard deviation of 6.96, and a standard error of the mean of 1.711..
Eight or 11.7.011. per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, Seven or 11.1.16 per cent scored below the mean class interval,
and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the chronological ages of the group
of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 120 to a high
of 170, with a mean score of 139.11., a median score of 137, a standard
deviation of 13.1, and a standard error of the mean of 3.28.
Six or 35.28 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eleven or 61i..68 per cent of them scored below the mean class
interval, and non or 0 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval.
As indicated in Table ~1., page 21, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 137.8, for the problem pupils it was 139.1., with a difference
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of 1.6, in favor of the problem pupils; the median score for the non-
problem pupils was 138.25, for the problem pupils it was 137.0, with a
difference of 125 in favor of the problem pupils; the standard deviation
for the nan-problem pupils was 6.96, for the problem pupils It was 13.1,
with a difference of 6.1)4. in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
error of the mean for the non-problem was 1.711., for the problem pupils
it was 3.28 with a difference of 1.52 in favor of the problem pupils. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 3.72.
The ttt~’ for these data was .14.09, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.0)4. at the 5 per cent level of confidence; therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils
with respect to chronological ages was not statistically significant.
Total Scores on California Test of Mental Maturity
The data on the intelligence componentof the California Test of
Mental Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-
problem and seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 5 and 6,
respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the intelligence component for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 90
to a high of 176, with a mean score of 111.0.11., a median score of 137.8, a
standard deviation of 21-1..8, and a standard error of the mean of 6.21.
Seven or 14.1.16 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, nine or 52.92 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and
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TABLE 5
DISThIBUTION OF ‘PEE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF ITAL MATURITY
(m~ir~r1IGEI~cE) AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM A~~D SEVENTEEN
PROBLEM PUPILS OF L~NWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA,
GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
170-179 0 3 3
160-169 2 2
150-159 3 2 5
l1i.o-Th.9 2 1 3
130-139 2 3 5
120-129 3 2 5
110-119 3 2 5
100-109 1 1 2
90-99 1 1 2
Total 17 17 3)1
Mean 133.3 l11~O.)4. lL~.O.O
Sigma 20.6 21~.8 21.8
S. B. M. 5.15 6.21 5i~5
Median 132.0 137.83 133.5
Range 72 86 72
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON CALIFORNIA TEST OF MSNTAIJ MATURITY (IITELLIGENCE)
FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS MID SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE
LYNWOOD PARK ELEMSETARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 133.3 20.6 5.15 7.1
Non-Problem 17 ]AO.l~. 2L~..8 6.21 8.05 .882
one or 5.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval.
The mean score of ~ was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.3.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the intelligence component for the
group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 91i. to a
high of 166, with a mean score of 133.3, a median score of 132.0, a
standard deviation of 20.6, and a standard error of the mean of 5.15.
Seven or ~i-l.l6 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or LI.7.2).~. per cent of them scoredbelow the mean class inter
val, and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score. of 133.3 was equivalent to a grade placement of
5.8.
As indicated in Table 6, page 2!i., the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was JAo.!~., for the problem pupils it was 133.3, with a difference of
7.1, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-
problem pupils was 137.83, for the problem pupils it was 132.0, with a
difference of 5.83 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
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deviation for the non-problem pupils was 20.6, for the problem pupils
it was 2!~.8, with a difference of l~..2 in favor of the problem pupils;
the standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 6.21, for
the problem pupils it was 5.15 with a difference of 1.06 in favor of the
non-problem pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two
means was 8.05.
The at” for these data was .882, which was not significant because it
was less than 2.Oii at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the
intelligence component of the California Test of Mental Maturity was not
statisticaily significant.
Comparison of Intelligence Quotients
The data on the intelligence quotients component of the California
Test of Mental Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen
non-problem and seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park
Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in
Tables 7 and 8, respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to
follow:
Non—Problem Pupils.-- The data on the intelligence quotients for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 60
to a high of 131, with a mean score of 92.5, a median score of 93.2, a
standard deviation of 19.2, and a standard error of the mean of 92.5.
Eight or )4.8 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class inter
val, seven or 42 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and two
or 5 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval. The
mean score of 92.5 was equivalent to a grade placement of 5.4 or an intelli
gence quotient of 128.
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF ‘ITE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIEI.”TTS ON TNE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL
MATURITY AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM
PUPILS OF LYNWOOD PARK ELE~NTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
1957-195 8
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
13G-13~i. 0 1 1
125-129 1 0 1
120 1 1 2
115-119 1 0 1
l1O-ll~4. 1 1 2
105-109 2 1 3
100~lOll. 1 3
95-99 1 1 2
90- 9)4 1 1 2
85-89 2 1 3
8o_8!i. 3 1 lj.
75-79 2 0 2
7O-71~. 0 1 1
65- 69 0 1 1
6o-61i 0 1 1
55-59 1 0 1
Total 17 17 3)4
Mean 92.95 92.59 93.9
Sigma 18.1 19.2 18)i.
S. E. M. li..52 li..81 3.2
Median 93.0 93.25 93.1
Range 67 71 75
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Problem Pupils.-- The data on the intelligence quotients for the
group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 56
to a high of 125, with a mean score of 92.9, a median score of 93, a
standard deviation of 18, and a standard error of the mean of lt..5.
Eight or 1-1.7 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or 11.7 per cent of them scored below the mean class interval,
and one or 6 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval.
The mean score of 92.9 was equivalent to a grade placement of )-i-.9 or an
intelligence quotient of 122.
As indicated in Table 8, page 28,
pupils was 92.5, for the problem pupils
.11., in favor of the non-problem pupils;
pupils was 93.2, for the problem pupils
in favor of the non-problem pupils; the
pupils was 19.2, for the problem pupils
1.1 in favor of the non-problem pupils;
the non-problem pupils was 11.8, for the
the mean score of the non-problem
it was 92.9, with a difference of
the median score for the non-problem
it was 93.0, with a difference of .2
standard deviation for the non-problem
it was 18.1, with a difference of
the standard error of the mean for
problem pupils it was 11.5 with a
difference of .3 in favor of the non-problem pupils. The standard error
of the difference between the two means was 6.6.
The ttt” for these data was .0511., which was not significant because it
was less than 2.011. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the




COMPARISON OF IN LIGENCE~QUOPIENTS ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL
MATURITY FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PJPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM
PUPILS OF~. ~ITE—LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA,
GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M~ M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 92.5 19.2 ~j.8 .11.
Non-Problem 17 92.9 18.1 ~1..5 6.6 .051i.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Language
Factors).-- The data on the language component of the California Test of
Mental Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-
problem and seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 9 and
10, respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the language component for the group
of non—problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 22 to a
high of 73, with a mean score of 11.5.2, a median score of 11.5.2, a standard
deviation of 13.0, and a standard error of the mean of 3.26.
Six or 35.28 per cent scored above the mean class interval, seven or
11.1.16 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and four or 23.52
per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval. The mean
score of 11.5.2 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.0.
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TARLE 9
DISThIBUTION OF ThE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(LANGUAGE FACTORS) AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN
NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF TEE L!NWOOD PARK ILEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH
A~11ANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958.
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
80-84 1 o 1
75-79 0 0 0
7O~74 0 1 1
65-69 0 1 1
6o~6Lt. 0 1 1
55~59 3 2 5
~5O—51i- 1 1 2
45-49 1 4
40_44 4 4
35-39 1 3 4
30-34 4 1 5
25-29 1 1 2
20—24 0 2 2
15-19 1 0 1
Total 17 17 34
Mean 42.88 45.2 44.06
Sigma 8.65 13.0 14.7
S. E. M. 2.21 3.26 2.56
Median 40.2 45.2 43.4
Range 66 51 66
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TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON CALIFORNIA 9~ST OF 1.~NTP1 MATURITY (LANGUAGE
FACTOR) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS
OF THE~ LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
1957-1958
. S. E. — SLgma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-I~ “t”
Problem 17 11.2.88 8.65 2.21 2.32
Non-Problem 17 11.5.2 13.0 3.26 3.911. .590
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the language component for the group of
problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 18 to a high of
811., with a mean score of 1.1.2.88, a median score of 11.0.2, a standard deviation
of 8.65, and a standard error of the mean of 2.21.
Six or 35.28 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, seven or 11.1.16 per cent of them scored below the mean class in
terval, and four or 23.52 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval. The mean score of 1+2.88 was equivalent to a grade place
ment of 5.6.
As indicated in Table 10, page 30, the mean score of the non-problem pupils
was 11.5.2, for the problem pupils it was 11.2.88, with a difference of 2.32, in
favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-problem
pupils was 11.5.2, for the. problem pupils it was 11.0.2, with a difference of
5.0 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard deviation for the non-
problem pupils was 13.0, for the problem pupils it was 8.65, with a difference
in favor of the non-problem pupils of 11..35; the standard error of the mean
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for the non-problem pupils was 3.26, for the problem pupils it was 2.21
with a difference of 1.05 in favor of the non-problem pupils. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 3.91i..
The “t” for these data was .590, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.0k at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the language component of California Test of Mental Maturity was not
statistically significant.
Besults on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Non-Language)-- The
data on the “non-language” component of the California Test of Mental
Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem
and seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 11 and
12, respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the non-language component for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of )~i.9
to a high of 113, with a mean score of 96.7, a median score of 90.8, a
standard deviation of 16.3, and a standard error of the mean of ~.07.
Six or 35.28 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class inter
val, ten or 58.80 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and one
or 5.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval. The
mean score of 96.7 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.7.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the non-language component for the group
of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 60 to a high of
in, with a mean score of 81+.06, a median score of 73.7, a standard deviation
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TABLE 11
DISThIBUTION OF TEE RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL W.TtJRITY
(NON-LANGUAGE FACTORS) AS OBTAIEED BY TEE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND
SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF LYNW~OD~ PARK ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
110_lilt. 1 1 2
105-109 0 it. Li.
100-iOu. 2 1 3
95-99 1 1 2
90...911. 3 2 5
85-89 1 1 2
80-81i. 3 2 5
75-79 1 2 3
65-69 0 1 1
6o-6ij. 3 0 3
55-59 0 0 0
50-SIt. 0 0 0
it.5-1t.9 0 1 1
Total 17 17 311.
Mean 8It..o 96.7 86.3
Sigma llt..5 16.3 15.9
S.E.M. 3.62 lt..07 2.81
Median 73.7 90.8 87.0
Range 51 6It. 6lt.
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TABLE 12
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON~ TIlE CALIFORNIA TEST OF ~NTAL MATURITY ~ON
LANGUAGE) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS MID SEVENTEEN PROBLEM
PUPILS OF THE~LY1’IWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA,
GEORGIA, 1951-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
of ]A.5, and a standard error of the mean of 3.62.
Eight or 11.7.011. per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, six or 35.28 per cent of them scored below the mean class inter
val, and three or 17.611. per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of 811..06 was equivalent to a grade placement of
5.2.
As indicated in Table 12, page 33, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 96.7, for the problem pupils it was 8~i..O, with a difference of
12.7 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non
problem pupils was 90.8, for the problem pupils it was 73.7, with a
difference of 17.1 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard devia
tion for the non-problem pupils was 16.3, for the problem pupils it was
111.5, with a difference of 1.8 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the
standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 11.07, for the
problem pupils it was 3.62 with a difference of .115 in favor of the non-
problem pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two
means was 5.~th.
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The “t~ for these data was 2.32, which was significant because it
was more than 2.0L~. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the
non-language component of the California Test of Mental Maturity was
statistically significant.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Memory Factors).--The
data on the 11inemorytt component of the California Test of Mental Maturity
as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and seven
teen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North
Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 13 and lL~. respectively,
are found in the separate paragraphs to foilow~
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the “memory” component for the group
of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 7 to a
high of 38, with a mean score of 28.8, a median score of 30.7, a standard
deviation of 8.8, and a standard error of the mean of 2.2.
Ten or 58.8 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class inter
val, six or 35.2 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and one or
5.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval. The
mean score of 28.8 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.0.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the “memory” component for the group
of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 7 to a high
of 39, with a mean score of 27.3, a median of 26.0, a standard deviation of
8.8, and a standard error of the mean of 2.2. -
Six or 35.2 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class inter
val, eight or 11.7.0 per cent of them scored below the mean class interval, and
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TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF TEE RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(MEMORY FACTORS)AS OBTAINED BY TEE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN NON-
PROBLEM PTJP]IS OF LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA,
GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
38~11.0 2 6
35—37 1 5 6
32-31i. 1 1 2
29-31 0 2 2
26-28 3 1 14.
23-25 14. 3 7
20-22 2 1 3
17-19 1 0 1
JA-i6 0 1 1
11-13 0 0 0
8-10 0 0 0
5-7 1 1 2
Total 17 17 314.
Mean 27.3 28.8 27.6
~igina 8.8 8.8 8.5
S.E.M. 2.2 2.2 i~14.
Median 26.0 30.7 27.5
Range 32 31 32
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TABLE 111.
COMPARISON OF RAW~SCORES ON ~EEIR CALIFOENIA TEST OF ME]I~TAL MATURITY (MRMORY)
FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPThS OF TEE LYNWOOD
PARK ELEM~TARY SCHOOL, NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Q
S. E. — Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1.-M2 ‘tt”
Próbleui 17 27.3 8.8 2.2 1.5
Non-Problem 17 28.8 8.8 2.3 3.13 .11-63
three or 17.611. per cent of the pupils scored within the mean c1as~ inter
val. The mean score of 27.3 was equivalent to a grade placement of 5.9.
As indicated in Table ui., page 36, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 28.8, for the problem pupils it was 27.3, with a difference of
1.5, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-
problem pupils was 30.7, for the problem pupils it was 26.0, with a
difference of 11-.7 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard devia
tion for the non-problem pupils was 8.9, for the problem pupils it was 8.8,
with a difference of .1 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 2.3 for the problem pupils
it was 2.2 with a difference of .1 in favor of the non-problem pupils.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was 3.13.
The fltTt for these data was .11-63, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.011. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the memory component of the California Test of Mental Maturity was not
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statistically significant. -~
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Spatial Relation
ship).-- The data on the Spatial Relationship component of the California
Test of Mental Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen
non-problem and seventeen problem pupils of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 15 and
16, respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Spatial Relationship component
for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a
low of 15 to a high of 35, with a mean score of 21i..7, a median score of
25.0, a standard deviation of 5.1, and a standard error of the mean of 1.2.
Eight or )i.7.0 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, seven or 1~.l.l6 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and
two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval.
The mean score of 2L1..7 was equivalent to a grade placement of 5.1i.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Spatial Relationship component for
the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 12 to
a high of 32, with a mean score of 25.2, a median score of 27.8, a standard
deviation of 6.3, and a standard error of the mean of 1.5.
Nine or 52.9 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, six or 35.2 per cent of them scored below the mean class inter
val, and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of 25.2 was equivalent to a grade placement of
5.6.
As indicated in Table 16, page 39, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 2i~..7, for the problem pupils it was 25.2, with a difference of
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP FACTORS) AS OBTAINED BY TIlE ~SEVENTEEN PROBLEM
AND SEVENTEEN NON—PROBLEM PUPILS OF LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
3)4~35 o 1 1
32-33 3 0 3
30-31 3 2 5
28-29 3 3 6
26-27 0 2 2
2)4-25 2 2
22-23 1 2 3
20-21 0 2 2
18-19 2 2
16-17 2 0 2
1)4-15 0 1 1
12-13 1 0 1
Total 17 17 3)4
Mean 25.2 2)4.7 2)4.9
Sigma 6.3 5.1 5.9
S. Il. M. 1.5 1.2 1
Median 27.8 25.0 26.0
Range 20 20 23
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TABLE 16
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON TRE—CALIFORNIA TEST OF MSNTAL ui~i~ (SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIP) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM
PUPILS OF TRE- L!I\IWOOD PARK ELEME~NTARY. SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA,
GEORGIA, 1957-1958.
S. E. — Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 2.52 6.3 1.5 .5 1.99
Non-Problem 17 214.7 5.1 1.2 .251
.5, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-problem
pupils was 25.0, for the problem pupils it was 27.8, with a difference of
2.8 in favor of the problem pupils; the standard deviation for the non-
problem pupils was 5.1, for the problem pupils it was 6.3, with a difference
of 1.2 in favor of the problem pupils; the standard error of the mean for
the non-problem pupils was 1.2, for the problem pupils it was 1.5 with
a difference of .3 in favor of the problem pupils. The standard error
of the difference between the two means was 1.99.
The “t” for these data was .251, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.014. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the Spatial Relationship component of the California Test of Mental
Maturity was not statistically significant.
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Logical Reasoning)
..-- The data on the Logical Reasoning component of the California Test of
Mental Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem
and seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 17
and 18, respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Logical Reasoning component
for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a
low of 22 to a high of 57, with a mean score of 40.8, a median score of
11.0.3, a standard deviation of 5.3, and a standard error of the mean of
1.3.
Six or 35.2 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or 47.011. per cent scored below the mean class interval,
and three or 17.611. per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of 11.0.8 was equivalent to a grade placement
of 6.3.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Logical Reasoning component for
the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of
20 to a high of 58, with a mean score of 38.11., a median score of 37.5, a
standard deviation of 10.3, and a standard error of the mean of 2.0.
Eight or 11.7.011. per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or 11.7.04 per cent of them scored below the mean class
interval, and one or 5.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval. The mean score of 38.1-i. was equivalent to a grade placement
of 6.0.
As indicated in Table 18, page 1i.2, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 1.0.8, for the problem pupils it was 38.li., with a difference of
2.4, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-
problem pupils was 40.3, for the problem pupils it was 37.5, with a
Li~1
TABLE 17
DISTh]~UTION OF ~E RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(LWIcAL REASONING FACTORS) AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVE1~TERN PROBLEM AND
SEVENTEHE NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
56-59 1 1 2
52-55 1 3
1~8_51 2 3 5
1~~14.7 2 3 5
1~.O_1~.3 2 5 7
36-39 1 1 2
32-35 3 1
28-31 2 1 3
2~+-27 2 0 2
20-23 1 0 1
Total 17 17 3)i
Mean 38)~ 140.8 38.7
Sigma 10.3 5.3 10.1
S. E. M. 2.0 1.3 1.7
Median 37.5 1.i.o.3 39.5
Range 38 35 38
TABLE 18
CO~ARISON OF RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF NTAL MATURIT~( (L0cICAL
REASONING) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AED SEVEI’ITEEN PROBLEM PUPILS
OF ~S LYNWOOD PARIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 11t”
Problem 17 38.i~. 10.3 2.0 2.11. 2.56
Non-Problem 17 lt.O.8 5.3 1.3 .939
difference of 2.8 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard deviation
for the non-problem pupils was 5.3, for the problem pupils it was 10.3,
with a difference of 5.0 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 1.3, for the problem
pupils it was 2.0 with a difference of, .7 in favor of the problem pupils.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was 2.56.
The “t” for these data was .939, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.O1i. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the logical reasoning component of the California Test of Mental Maturity
was not statistically significant.-
Results on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Numerical
Reasoning).-- The data on the Numerical Reasoning component of the
California Test of Mental Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by
the seventeen non-problem and seventeen problem boys and girls of the
Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as
11.3
presented in Tables 19 and 20, respectively, are found in the separate
paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Numerical Reasoning compo
nent for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores
from a low of 2 to a high of 27, with a mean score of 16.6, a median
score of 17.6, a standard deviation of 6.9, and a standard error of
the mean of 17.
Seven or 11.1.16 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, five or 29.11.0 per cent scored below the mean class interval,
and five or 29.11.0 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of 16.6 was equivalent to a grade placement
of 11.5.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Numerical Reasoning component
for the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low
of 9 to a high of li.3, with a mean score of 19.0, a median score of 16.8,
a standard deviation of 7.3, and a standard error of the mean of 1.8.
Five or 29.11. per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, ten or 58.80 per cent of them scored below the mean class
interval, and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the
mean class interval. The mean score of 19.0 was equivalent to a grade
placement of 11.8.
As indicated in Table 20, page ~-i.5, the mean score of the non
problem pupils was 16.6, for the problem pupils it was 19.0, with a
difference of 2.11., in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score
for the non-problem pupils was 17.6, for the problem pupils it was 16.8,
with a difference of .8 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
deviation for the non-problem pupils was 6.9, for the problem pupils
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(mm~IcAL REASONING FACTORS) AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND
SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS-OF LYI\IWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
)4Q_Lji~.
35-39 0 0 0
30-3)4 o o o
25-29 0 3 3
2O-2~ 6 ~i 10
15-19 6 5 11
10-1)4 1 2 3
5-9 3 2 5
0-)4 0 1 1
Total 17 17 3)4
Mean 19.0 16.6 17.5
Sigma 7.3 6.9 6.5
S. E. M. 1.8 1.7 1.1
Median 16.8 17.6 17.)4
Range 3)4 25
TABLE 20
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY (I~nm~m~ICAL
REASONING) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS
OF THE LYI\IWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M~ M1-M2 t
Problem 17 19.0 7.3 1.8 2.51~
Non-Problem 17 16.6 6.9 1.7 2.11. .926
it was 7.3, with a difference of .11 in favor of the problem pupils;
the standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 1.7, for the
problem pupils it was 1.8 with a difference of .1 in favor of the problem
pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two means was
2.511..
The “t” for these data was .926, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.011. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the nu.uIèr:i~al reasoning component of the California Test of Mental Maturity
was not statistically significant.
Results on California Test of Mental Maturity (Verbal Concepts).--The
data on the Verbal Concepts component of the California Test of Mental
Maturity as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem
and seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School, North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 21 and
22 respectively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-.- The data on the Verbal Concepts component
for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from
a low of 0 to a high of 29, with a mean score~ of 19.8, a median score
of 2l.~4, a standard deviation of 6.5, and a standard error of the
mean of 1.6.
Ten or 58.80 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, five or 29.l~.0 per cent scored below, the mean class interval,
and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of 19.88 was equivalent to a grade placement
of 5.0.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Verbal Concepts component for
the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of
2~. to a high of ~j.6, with a mean score of 19.8, a median score of 18.8,
a standard deviation of 10.1, and a standard error of the mean of 2.5.
Eight or ii.7.0l~. per cent of the pupils scored above the mean
class interval, six or 35.28 per cent of them scored below the mean
class interval, and three or l7.61~. per cent of the pupils scored
within the mean class interval. The mean score of 19.8 was equivalent
to a grade placement of 5.0.
As indicated in Table 22, page ~ the mean score of the non-
problem pupils was 19.9, for the problem pupils it was 19.8, with a
difference of .1, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score
for the non-problem pupils was 21.11., for the problem pupils it was 18.8,
with a difference of 2.6 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
deviation for the non-problem pupils was 6.5, for the problem pupils it
was 10.1, with a difference of 3.6 in favor of the problem pupils; the
standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 1.6, for the
problem pupils it was 2.5 with a difference of .9 in favor of the
L~.7
MBLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF ‘IKE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(VERBAL CONCEPTS FACTORS) AS OBTAINED BY TIlE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND
SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF TEE LYI’IWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, ~NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
~ 1 0 1
)4O~)43 0 0 0
36-39 1 0 1
32-35 0 0 0
28-31 1 2 3
2i~._27 1
20-23 5 9
16-19 3 2 5
12-15 2 2
8-n 3 2 5
)4..7 1 1 2
Total 17 17 3)4
Mean 19.8 19.9 20.1
Sigma. 10.1 6.5 8.6
S. E. 2.5 1.6 1.5
Median 18.8 21..)4 2O..)4
Range 29
TABLE 22
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON-~ CALIFORNIA TEST OF ME~TAL MATURITY (vEE~L
CONCERPS) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS
OF TEE LYNWOOD PARK ELEMSNTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-
1958
S.E. - Si-gma -
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 19.8 10.1 2.5 3
Non-Problem 17 19.9 6.5 1.6 .1 .01
problem pupils it was 2.5 with a difference of .9 in favor of the problem
pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two means was 3.
The “t” for these data was .01, which was not significant because it
was less than 2.Oli. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the
verbal concepts component of the California Test of Mental Maturity was
not statistically significant.
Comparison of Achievement Test Scores
-Results on the California Achievement Test (Total Scores).-- The
data on the “total scores” component of the California Achievement Test as
revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and seventeen
problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta,
Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 23 and 21i., respectively, are
found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Total Scores component for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 135
1’.9
TABLE 23
DISTRIBUTION OF TEE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TorAL
SCORES) AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM
PUPILS OF L~NWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
1957-1958
. Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
315-33)4. 1 o 1
295_31)4. 1 0 1
275~291l. 1 0 1
255-2711. 1 0 1
235-2511. 0 1 1
215-231+ 2 2 li.
195—2JA 3 1 11.
175~191’. 14. 3 7
155~—l711. 2 3~ 5
135-15)4. 2 3 5
115-1311. 0 2 2
95-1114. 0 1 1
Total 17 17 311.
Mean 211.6 177.5 188.0
Sigma 50.2 38.6 25.14.
S.E.M. 12.55 9.65 k.1+2
Median 196.2 151’..5 180.2
Range 199 28 227
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to a high of 331i., with a mean score of 211.6, a median score of 192.6,
a standard deviation of 50.2, and a standard error of the mean of 12.55.
Six or 35.28 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or per cent scored below the mean class interval,
and three or 17.611. per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of 211.6 was equivalent to a grade placement
of 5.9.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Total scores corirponént for the
group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 107
to a high of 135, with a mean score of 177.5, a median score of l5)-1..3,
a standard deviation of 38.6, and a standard error of the mean of 9.65.
Six or 35.28 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, ten or 58.80 per cent of them scored below the mean class in
terval, and one or 5.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval. The mean score of 177.5 was equivalent to a grade place
ment of 6.3.
As indicated in Table 2L1., page 51, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 211.6, for the problem pupils it was 177.5, with a difference
of 3)-1..l, in favor of the non-problem pupils;-the median score for the
non-problem pupils was 196.2, for the problem pupils it was 1511..5, with
a difference of 11.1.7 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
deviation for the non-problem pupils was 50.2, for the problem pupils
it was 38.6, with a difference of 11.6 in favor of the non-problem pupils;
the standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 12.55, for
the problem pupils it was 9.65 with a difference of 2.90 in favor of the
non-problem pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two
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TABLE 21i.
COMPARISON OF RAW-~SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ToT~I~ SCORES)
FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE
LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH AThA1’ITA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M2-M2 “t”
Problem 17 177.5 38.6 9.65
Non-Problem 17 211.6 50.2 12.55 3~i..1 1i.98 2.25
means was 1~.98.
The “t” for these data was 2.~5, which was significant because it was
more than 2.Ol~ at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the
Total Scores component of the California Achievement Test was statistically
significant.
Results on The California Achievement Test (Reading).-- The data on
the “Reading~’ component of the California Test of Achievement as revealed
by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and seventeen problem
boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia,
1957-1958, as presented in Tables 25 and 26, respectively, are found in the
separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Total Reading component for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 19 to
a high of 112, with a mean score of 65.10, a median score of 70.5, a
standard deviation of 27.6, and a standard error of the mean of 6.9.
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TABLE 25
DISTEIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (READING)
AS OBTAINED BY TIlE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND THE SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS
OF THE LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA,
1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem PupilM Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
110-119 1 1 2
100-109 0 0 0
90’-99 2 2
80-89 0 1 1
70—79 2 5 7
60-69 2 6
50-59 3 2 5
11.O~1J.9 3 0 3
30-39 2 2 Ii.
20-29 0 1 1
10-19 0 1 1
Total 17 17 31i.
Mean 65.6 65.1 65.6
Sigma 23.1 27.6 23.1
S. E. li..O2 6.9
Median 61~..5 70.5 6~.5
Range 93 93 93
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Nine or 52.92 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, six or 35.28 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and
two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval.
The mean score of 65.10 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.1.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Total Reading component for the
group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 33 to
a high of 100, with a mean score of 65.67, a median score of 60.13, a
standard deviation of 19.5, and a standard error of the mean of ~.89.
Five or 29.1.0 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or 11.7.011. per cent of them scored below the mean class
interval, and four or 23.52 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval. The mean score of 65.67 was equivalent to a grade place
ment of 6.1-i.
As indicated in Table 26, page 511., the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 65.1, for the problem pupils it was 65.6, with a difference of
.5, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-problem
pupils was 70.5, for the problem pupils it was 61i-.5, with a difference
of 6.1 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard deviation for the
non-problem pupils was 27.6, for the problem pupils it was 23.1, with
a difference of 1-1.5 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard error
of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 6.9, for the problem pupils
it was 11.02 with a difference of 2.88 in favor of the non-problem pupils.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was 7.98.
The 1’t” for these data was .071, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.Oli. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
51i.
TABLE 26
COMPARISON OF RAW~-SCOEES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (Rii~DING)
FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS MD SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF
TEE LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATL~~NTA, GEORGIA,
1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 65.6 19.5
Non-Problem 17 65.1 27.6 6.9 .5 7.98 .071
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the reading component of the California Achievement Test was not statisti
cally significant.
Results on California Achievement Test (Arithmetic).-- The data on
the “Total Arithmetic” component of the California Achievement Test as
revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and seventeen
problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North
Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 27 and 28, respectively,
are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the “Total Arithmetic” component
for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a
low of 51 to a high of 102, with a mean score of 7)4.3, a median score of
70.7, a standard deviation of 17.2, and a standard error of the mean of
11. .31.
Seven or 11.1.16 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, eight or 11.7.011. per cent scored below the mean class interval,
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and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class
interval. The mean score of ~ was equivalent to a grade placement
of 6.2.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the “Total Arithmetic” component for
the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of
27 to a high of 97, with a mean score of 53.1~., a median score of 52.0,
a standard deviation of 15.0, and a standard error of the mean of 3.75.
Seven or 11.1.16 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, seven or 11.1.16 per cent of them scored below the mean class
interval, and three or 17.611. per cent of the pupils scored within the
mean class interval. The mean score of 53.11. was equivalent to a grade
placement of 5.6.
As indicated in Table 28, page 57, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 71.i..3, for the problem pupils it was 53)1., with a difference of
20.9, in favor of the problem pupils; the median score for the non-problem
pupils was 70.7, for the problem pupils it was 52.0, with a difference
of 18.7 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard deviation for
the non-problem pupils was 17.2, for the problem pupils it was 15.0, with
a difference of 2.2 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard
error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 1+.3, for the problem
pupils it was 3.7 with a difference of .6 in favor of the non-problem
pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two means was 5.71.
The “t” for these data was 3.60, which was very significant because
it was more than 2.01~1. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the




DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE RAW SCORES ON TIlE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (J~RITmvI~rIc)
AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTE~ PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF
LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Freque~èy Frequency Frequency
1OO~1O11 3 0 3
95- 99 1 0 1
9O~9)1. 0 1 1
85-89 2 0 2
8o_81i. 0 0 0
75-79 1 0 1
7~y_7Li. 2 1 3
65-69 1 1 2
6o-6~i. 2 2 II.
55- )4.9 3 2 5
5O—51i. 2 3 5
~.5_2i.9 0
1~.O•_ ku. 0 0 0
35- 39 0 1 1
30-3k 0 1 1
25-29 0 1 1
Total 17 17 3k
Mean 7k.36 53.k2 63.9
Sigma 17.25 15.0 19.2
S. E. M. k.31 3.7 3.3k
Median 70.75 52.0 59.5
Range 51 6k 75
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TABLE 28
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ARITni~TIC)
FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF TEE
LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, ~OETH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. -- Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 53.li. 15.0 3.75 20.9
Non-Problem 17 71~..3 17.2 ~.3 5.71 3.66
Results on the California Achievement Test (English and Grammar).-- The
data on the “Englich and Grammar” component of the California Achievetnent
Test as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and
seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School,
North Atlanta, ~Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 29 and 30, respec
tively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow:
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the English and Grammar component
for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a
low of 21.~. to a high of 92~., with a mean score of 50.9, a median score of
a standard deviation of 2lii., and a standard error of the mean of
5.35.
Five or 29.1-1.0 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, ten or 58.80 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and
two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval.
The mean score of 50.97 was equivalent to a grade placement of 1-1.9.
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TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ENGLISH
AND GRAMMAR) AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND TIlE SEVENTEEN NON-
PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE LYThTWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH AThANTA,
GEORGIA, 1957-1958
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency Frequency Frequency
90-99 0 1 1
80-89 0 2 2
70-79 0 1 1
60-69 2 3
50-59 2 2
)~O~J~l.9 ii. 2 7
30—39 5 9
20-29 5 2 7
10-19 0 0 0
0-9 0 0 0
Total 17 17’
Mean 1~2.6 50.9
Sigma 11.5 2l.~i- 17.0
S. E. 2.8 5.3 2.9
Median ltJ+.5 1i.5.2
Range ~1.l 70 71
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Problem Pupils.-- The data on the English and Grammar component
for the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low
of 23 to a high of 6~i-, with a mean score of )4.2.6, a median score of ~-i.2.8,
a standard deviation of 11.5, and a standard error of the mean of 2.8.
Six or 35.28 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, nine or 52.92 per cent of them scored below the mean class in
terval, and two or 11.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval. The mean score of 1-i.2.6 was equivalent to a grade place
ment of ~.3.
As indicated in Table 30, page 60, the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 50.9, for the problem pupils it was Li.2.6, with a difference
of 8.3, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-
problem pupils was 11.14.5, for the problem pupils it was )4.2.8, with a
difference of 1.7 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the standard devia
tion for the non-problem pupils was 2.114, for the problem pupils it was
11.5, with a difference of 9.9 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the
standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 5.3, for the,
problem pupils it was 2.8 with a difference of 2.5 in favor of the non-
problem pupils. The standard error of the difference between the two means
was 6.12.
The “t” for these data was 1.37, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.011. at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on




COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA ACHEVEMEI~JT TEST (ENGLISH MID
GRAMMAR) FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS MID SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS
OF TEE LYNWOOD PARK ELE~NTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATL~TA, GEORGIA,
1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 11.2.6 11.5
Non-Problem 17 50.9 21.11. 5.3 8.3 6.12 1.37
Results on the California Achievement Test (Spelling).-- The data on
the “spelling” component of the California Achievement Test as revealed by
the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and seventeen problem
boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta,
Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 31 and 32, respectively, are
found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the “Spelling’t component for the
group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 0
to a high of 30, with a mean score of 15.3, a median score of 13.7’, a
standard deviation of 9.li., and a standard error of the mean of 2.3.
Seven or 11.1.16 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, nine or 52.92 per cent scored below the mean class interval, and
one or 5.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval.
The mean score of 15.3 was equivalent to a grade placement of 5.6.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the “Spelling” component for the group
of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of 0 to a high of
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TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF TEE RAW SCORES ON TEE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SPELLING
AS OBTAINED BY THE SEVENTEEN PROBLEM AND THE SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS
OF TEE LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-19-58
Problem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score Frequency — Frequency Frequency
30-32 1 1 2
27-29 0 2 2
211._26 0 2 2
21-23 0 0 0
18-20 2. 2 3
15-17 0 1 1
12-lli. 2 2 1~.
9—11 2 3 5
6-8 2 0 2
3-5 11. 2 6
0-2 5 2 7
Total 17 17’ 3)4.
Mean 77 15.3 11.5
Sign~a 7.7 9.11. 13.11.
S. E. 1.9 2.3 2.3
Median 5.1 13.7 10.0
Range 30 30 30
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30, with a mean score of 7.7, a median score of 5.1, a standard devia
tion of 7.7, and a standard error of the mean of 1.9.
Six or 35.2 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class
interval, nine or 52.9 per cent of them scored below the mean class
interval, and two or il.76 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval. The mean score of 7.7 was equivalent to a grade place
ment of 3.6.
As indicated in Table 32, page 63, the mean score of the non-
problem pupils was 15.3, for the problem pupils it was 7.7, with a
difference of 7.6, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score
for the non-problem pupils was 13.7, for the problem pupils it was 5.1,
with a difference of 8.6 in favor of the non-problem pupils; the
standard deviation for the non-problem pupils was 9iJ, for the problem
pupils it was 7.7, with a difference of 1.7 in favor of the non-problem
pupils; the standard error of the mean for the non-problem pupils was
2.3, for the problem pupils it was 1.9 with a difference of .~I in favor
ot the non-problem pupils. The standard error of the difference between
the two means was 3.05.
The fltlt for these data was 2.li.9, which was significant because it
was more than 2.01i at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on the




COMP.ARISON OF RAW--SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACEIEVEMENT TEST (SPELLING)
FOR SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS ARD SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE
L~NWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. -- Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M~ M1-M2 “t”
Problem 17 7.7 7.7 1.9 3.05
Non-Problem 17 15.3 9.~l. 2.3 7.6 2.14.9
C Comparison on Behavior Rating Schedules
The data on the behavior component of the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman
Scale as revealed by the scores obtained by the seventeen non-problem and
seventeen problem boys and girls of the Lynwood Park Elementary School,
North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958, as presented in Tables 33 and 314., respec
tively, are found in the separate paragraphs to follow.
Non-Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Behavior Rating Schedule compo
nent for the group of non-problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a
low of 1i.6 to a high of 109, with a mean score of 72.3, a median score of
614..O, a standard deviation of 18.3, and a standard error of the mean of 14..70.
Six or 36 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class inter
val, nine or 514. per cent scored below the mean class interval, two or 10
per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval. The mean
score of 72.3 was equivalent to a grade placement of 5.3.
Problem Pupils.-- The data on the Behavior Rating Schedule component
for the group of problem pupils indicated a range in scores from a low of
6~i~
TABLE 33
CO?~ARISON OF RAW SCORES ON BEHAVIOR RATING SCBEDtJT1E FOR SEVENTEEN NON-.
PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS OF TEE LYNWOOD PARK
ELEME~NTARY SCHOOL, NORTH ATLMITA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. Sigma
Group Number Mean Sigma M. M1-M2 M1-M2 “t11
Problem 17 72.3 18.3 l1..7O 19.0
Non-Problem 17 93.3 27.li 6.86 8.03 2.5~4
52 to a high of 111.2, with a mean score of 93.3, a median score of 86.5, a
standard deviation of 27.11., and a standard error of the mean of 6.8.
Six or 36 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean class interval,
ten or 60 per cent of them scored below the mean class interval, and one
or Ii. per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class interval. The
mean score of 93.5 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.0.
As indicated in Table 33, page 611., the mean score of the non-problem
pupils was 72.3, for the problem pupils it was 93.3, with a difference of
21.0, in favor of the non-problem pupils; the median score for the non-
problem pupils was 611..O, for the problem pupils it was 86.5, with a
difference of 2.25 in favor of the problem pupils; the standard deviation
for the non-problem pupils was 18.3, for the problem pupils it was 27.11.,
with a difference of 9.1 in favor of the problem pupils; the standard error
of the mean for the non-problem pupils was 11..70, for the problem pupils it
was 6.86 with a difference of 2.16 in favor of the problem pupils;
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TABLE ~
DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE RAW SCORES ON BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE FOR SEVENTEEN
NON-PROBLEM PUPILS AND SEVENTEEN PROBLEM PUPILS~ OF TEE LYNWOOD PARK
ELE~NTARY SCHOOL, NORTh ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
froblem Pupil Non-Problem Pupil Total
Score requency Frequency Frequency
l)i~O-J)4.9 1 0 0
130-139 2 0 0
120-129 1 0 0
110-119 1 0 0
100-109 1 3 3
90-99 1 1 1
80-89 5 1 1
70-79 0 3 3
60-69 5 5
50-59 1 2 2
)4.5~.1~.9 0 2 2
Total 17 17 31~
Mean 93.3 72.3 81.9
Sigma 27.11. 18.3 15.9
S.E. 6.86 26.81
Median 86.5 611~. 7.7
Range 90 63 61i.
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The standard error of the difference between the two means was 8.03.
The titti for these data was .2511, which was not significant because
it was less than 2.011- at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the non-problem pupils and the problem pupils on
the behavior component of Behavior Rating Scale was not statistically
significant.
Resume of Findings.-- All of the quantitative measures basic to the
analysis and interpretation of the data presented throughout this chapter
are summarized in Summary Tables 35 and 36, pages 69 and 70 with the specific
content of each table as indicated below. These interpretative summaries
of the quantitative data in the consolidated tables were derived from the
36 tables of basic data already presented will be presented in the immediate
paragraphs (section) to follow.
Summary of Findings.-- The findings of this study may be summarized
as follows: (a) Comparison in chronological ages, (b) Comparison in
intelligence, (c) Comparison in school achievement, (d) differences in
Proneness.
Comparison in Chronological Ages.-- With reference to chronological
ages o±~ the two groups of pupils there was not any statistical significant
difference. The tttlt index was found to be .1409.
Comparison in Intelligence.-- The lowest “t” value on th~ California
Test of Mental Maturity was found to be .01 for Verbal Concepts and the
highest “t’t value was found to be 2.32 for Non-Language Factors. There
was little or no significant difference found in intelligence between the
problem and the non-problem pupils.
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Comparison in School Achievement.-- The lowest 11t” value on the
California Achievement Test was found tb be .071 for Reading and the
highest ~~ttt value was found to be 3.66 for Arithmetic. There was a
statistical significant difference found between the two groups of pupils
for the 1’t” of 3.66 in Arithmetic was greater than 2.0)-i. required for
significance.
Comparison in Behavior Rating Schedules.-- No significant difference
was found to exist between the two groups of pupils with reference to the
Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Scale. The “t” index was .25)-i..
TABLE 35
SUIVHYIARY OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL AGES ARD THE RAW SCORES MADE ON ~E CALIFORNIA TEST OF MEI~TPJ MATURITY
BY SEVEI~TEEN PROBLEM A1’~D SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE LYISIWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
NORTH ATLARTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S.E. Differ
~‘ blem Pupils Non-Problem Pupils of ence ofAreas Mean ~re~ian Sigma S.E.M. Mean Median Sigma S.E.M. M1-M2 Mean ttj~fl
Chrolological Ages
Age 139.11. 133.30 13.1 3.28 137.8 138.25 6.96 1.711. 1.6 3.72 .11.09
California Test of Mental Maturity
Total Mental Factors 133.3 132.0 20.6 5.15 111.0.14. 137.83 214.8 6.21 7.1 2.611. .882
Language Factors 11.2.88 11.0.14 8.65 2.21 14.5.2 14.5.2 13.0 3.26 2.32 3.911. .590
Non-Language Factors 81j..O 73.7 111.5 3.02 96.7 90.8 16.3 11.07 12.7 5.1.1.11. 2.32
Mean Grade Placement Mean Grade Placement Difference
Tota3. Mental Factors 6.3 5.8 .5
Language Factors 5.6 6.0 .14




SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM TEE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY ADMINISTERED TO SEVENTEEN
PROBLEM AND SEVENTEEN NON-PROBLEM PUPILS OF THE LYNWOOD PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOtJ~ NORTH ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1957-1958
S. E. Differ—
of ence of
Areas Mean Median Sigma S.E.M. Mean Median Sigma S.E.M. M1-M2 Mean
. California Test of Mental Maturity
Language Factors 11.2.88 11.0.2 8.65 2.21 11.5.2 11.5.2 13.0 3.26 2.32 3.911. ~59O
Non-Language Factors 811..O 73.7 l11..5 3.62 96.7 90.8 16.3 LJ.O7 12.7 5.11.11. 2.32
Memory Factors 27.3 26.0 8.8 2.2 28.8 30.7 8.8 2.2 1.5 3.13 .11.63
Spatial Relationships 25.2 27.8 6.3 1.5 211..7 25.0 5.1 1.2 ~5 1.99 .251
Logical Reasoning 38.11. 37.5 10.3 2.0 L1.O.8 11.0.3 5.3 1.3 ‘~ 2.11 2.56 .939
Numerical Reasoning 19.0 16.8 7.3 1.8 16.6 17.6 6.9 1.7 211. 2.511. .926
Verbal Concepts 19.8 18.8 10.1 2.5 19.9 21.~4. 6.5 1.6 .1 3 .01
Mean Grade Placement Mean Grade Placement Difference
Total Mental Maturity 6.3 5.8 .5
California ~Achieveinen~Test
Total Achievement 211.6 196.2 50.2 12.55 177.5 15l1..5 38.6 9.65 311..1 ~+.98 2.25
Reading 65.6 6~4.5 23.1 11..O2 65.1 70.5 27.6 6.9 ~5 7.98 .071
Arithmetic 711.36 70.75 17.25 11.31 53.11-2 52.O~ 15.0 3.7 20.9 5.71 3.66
English and Grammar 11.2.6 11.2.8 11.5 2.8 50.9 14i~.5 21.11. 5.3 8.3 6.12 1.37
Spelling 7.7 5.1 7.7 1.9 15.3 3.7 9.11. 2.3 7.6 3.05 2.11.9
Mean Grade Placement Mean Grade Placement Difference
Total Achievement 6.3 5.9 .11.
CHAPTER III
StTh4IvIARY AT~!D CONCLUSIONS
Introductory Statement.-- This study has been concerned with
comparisons between a group of “probleill pupils and a group of “non-pro
blem” pupils of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia,
1957-1958. Specifically, the study involved comparison of the two groups
as measured intelligence, and educational achievement.
Purpose of the Study.-- The major purpose of this study was concerned
with the analysis and interpretation of the difference between intelligence
and achievement of a group of problem and a group of non-problem pupils
enroiled in the sixth grade of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North
Atlanta, Georgia. The specific purposes of this study were:
1. To determine the difference, if any, in the intelligence
or mental maturity levels of the groups of problem and
non-problem pupils,, as measured by the California Test
of Mental Maturity.
2. To determine the differences, if any, in the-~school
achievement of the groups of problem and non-problem
pupils, as measured by the California Test of Achievement.
3. To derive whatever implications, if any, from the analysis
and interpretation of the data which might prove fruitful
in educational practices.
Definition of Terms.-- Significant terms used throughout the study
are defined below.
1. The term problem pupils” refers to those pupils who fell
above the median on the K. D. Proneness Test and also
showed maladjustment on the K. D. Proneness Check List.
2. The term~~~ “non-problem pupils’t refers to those pupils who
fell belowthe “median~’ on the K. D. Proneness Test and
showed non-problem behavior on the K. D. Proneness Check List.
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3. The term “intelligence”refers to the traits as measured
by the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity.
21. The term “achievement” refers to the leve]. of accomplish
ment as measured by the California Achievement Tests.
Locale and Research-Design of Study.-- The significant aspects of
the Locale and Research-Design of this study are indicated below.
1. Locale and Period: This study was conducted during the
second semester of the 1957-1958 school year at the
Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia.
2. Research Method: This research method which was used
was the descriptive-survey.
3. Subjects: The subjects consisted of seventeen problem
pupils and seventeen non-problem pupils enrolled at the
Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia,
1957-1958.
Li.. Instruments: The instruments used in this research
were: (a) California Test of Mental Maturity, Intermediate
Series, (b) California Achievemsnt Test, Intermediate
Battery, Form AA, (c) K. D. Proneness Scale and Check
List.
5. Criterion of Reliability: The “criterion reliability”
used to test the significant differences of the data
between the two groups: “proble~’ and “non-probled’
pupils was Fisher’s “t” of 2.021. at the 5 per cent level
of confidence for 32 degrees of freedom.
The remaining sections of this chapter will be in this order: Summary
of Related Literature, Basic Findings, Conclusions, Implications and
Recommendations.
Summary of Related Literature.-- The summation of the findings of the
literature in this area has been organized under the following captions:
Information Associated with Problem Groups; Information About Achievement
and the Reporting of Certain Related Studies.
Problem Groups.-- “Problems” or “Problem Groups” have been discussed
in terms of deviates from normal behavior, behavior tensions and difficulties;
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hindrances and disruptions; frustration and emotional turmoil.
Problems in groups have been classified in terms of certain general
headings such as the following:
Problems arising out of relationships with (a) parents and other
members of one’s family (b) relationships with other children outside the
home. Problems associated with needs or goals (a) as they function in the
life of the individual (b) as they disturb or interfere with others. No
matter how problems are classified there seems to be much overlapping be
tween the classes.
Intelligence.-- Although intelligence has been viewed from different
angles by various psychologists there is a general trend emphasizing the
concept of the adaptability of the organism to new and different situations.
Achievement.-- There is a great degree of agreement among scholars
that success in school ~s directly related to scores on intelligence tests.
However, other factors which may influence this relationship are to be
considered.
Belated Studies.-- Examination of related studies revealed that “non
proble~ groups were consistently favored over problem groups in terms of
intellectual traits, desirable social traits, emotional adjustment, physical
fitness, and vigor.
Summary of Basic Findings.-- The summary of basic findings of this
study of the comparison between seventeen problem pupils and seventeen non
problem pupils of the Lynwood Park Elementary School, North Atlanta, Georgia
is presented below under the appropriate data captions as follows: Age
Levels of the Seventeen Problem and Seventeen Non-Problem Pupils of the
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Lynwood Park Elementary School; Mental Maturity of the Seventeen Problem
and Seventeen Non-Problem Pupils of the Lynwood Park ~lementary School;
Achievement of the Seventeen Problem and Seventeen Non-Problem Pupils of
the Lynwood Park Elementary School; and Proneness Levels of the Seventeen
Problem and Seventeen Non-Problem Pupils of the Lynwood Park Elementary
School.
With references to the chronological ages in the following measures
were obtained: for the problem pupils age in months of 137.88, a median
score of 138.25, a standard deviation of 6.96, and a standard error of the
mean of l.7L~.; for the problem pupils a mean score of l39.L~., a median score
of 137.0, a standard deviation of 13.1 and a standard error of the mean of
3.28. The two groups showed a difference in the.mean score of 1.52, with
a standard error of the difference in the mean scores of 3.72, with a resultant
“t” of .!i.09 which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in intelligence the following
measures were obtained: For the problem pupils a mean score of 92.95, a
median score of 93.0, a standard deviation of 18.1, and a standard error
of the mean of 11.52; whereas, for the non-problem pupils a mean score of
92.59, a median score of 93.25, a standard deviation of 19.2, and a
standard error of the mean of 11.81. The two groups showed a differei~ice in
the mean score of .3)4, with a standard error of the difference between the
mean scores of 6.60, with a resultant 11t” of .0511, which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in Language Factors the following
measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 115.2, a
median score of 11.5.2, a standard deviation of 13.0, and a standard error
7l~.
of the mean of 3.26; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of li.8.88,
a median score of 1].0.2, a standard deviation of 8.65 and a standard error
of the mean of 2.21. The two groups showed a difference in the mean scores
of 2.32, with a standard error of the difference between the two mean scores
of 3.9)i., with a resultant I?t~ of .590 which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in Non-Language Factors the following
measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 96.7,
a median score of 90.8, a standard deviation of 16.3, and a standard error
of the mean of 3.62; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of 8)-i.06,
a median score of 73.7, a standard deviation of 1)4..5 and a standard error
of the mean of 3.62. The two groups showed a difference in the mean score
of 5,1~ with a standard error of the difference between the mean scores of
12.61i., with a resultant “t” of 2.32 which was statistically significant.
With reference to the performance in Memory Factors the following
measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 28.8, a
median score of 30.7, a standard deviation of 8.8, and a standard error of
the mean of 2.2; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of 27.3, a
median score of 26.0, a standard deviation of 8.8, and a standard error of
the mean of 2.2. The two groups showed a difference in the mean score of 1.5,
with a standard error of the difference between the mean scores of 3.13, with
a resultant “t1’ of .~63 which was not statistically significant.
With reference to the performance in Spatial Relationships the following
measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 2!~..7, a
median score of 25.0, a standard deviation of 5.1, and a standard error of
the mean of 2.2; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of 25.2, a
median score of 27.8, a standard deviation of 6.3 and a standard error of
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the mean of 1.5. The two groups showed a difference in the mean scores
of .5, with a standard error of the difference between the two mean scores
of 1.99, with a resultant “t” of .251 which was not statistically significant.
With reference to the performance in Logical Reasoning Factors the
following measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score
of 1i.0.8, a median score of 11.0.3, a standard deviation of 5.3, and a standard
error of the mean of-1.3; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of
38.1,., a median score of 37.5, a standard deviation of 10.3, and a standard
error of the mean of 10.3. The two groups showed a difference in the mean
score of 2.l,., with a standard error of the difference between the mean
scores of 2.56, with a resultant “t” of .939 which was not statistically
significant.
With reference to the performance in Numerical Reasoning Factors the
following measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score
of 16.6, a median score of 17.6, a standard deviation of 6.9, and a standard
error of the mean of 1.7; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of
19.0, a median score of 16.8, a standard deviation of 7.3, and a standard
error of the mean of 1.8. The two groups showed a difference in the mean
score of 2.1,., with a standard error of the difference between the mean
scores of 2.511., with a resultant t!ttt of .926 which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in Verbal Concepts Factors the
following measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score
of 19.9, a median score of 21.11., a standard deviation of 6.5, and a standard
error of the mean of 1.6; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of
19.8, a median score of 18.8, a standard deviation of 10.1, and a standard
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error of the mean of 2.5. The two groups showed a difference in the
mean score of .1, with a standard error of the difference between the mean
scores of 3, with a resultant “t” of .01 which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in Reading Factors the following
measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 65.1,
a median score of 70.5, a standard deviation of 27.6, and a standard error
of the mean of 6.9; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of 65.6,
a median score of 60.13, a standard deviation of 19.5, and a standard error
of the mean of )4.89. The two groups showed a difference in the mean score of
.5, with a standard error of the difference between the mean scores of 7.98,
with a resultant “t” of .071 which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in Arithmetic Factors the following
measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 7)4.3,
a median score of 70.7, a standard deviation of 17.2, and a standard error
of the mean of )4.31; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of 53.)4, a
median score of )42.0, a standard deviation of 15.0, and a standard error or
the mean of 3.7. The two groups showed a difference in the mean score of
20.9, with a standard error of the difference between the mean scores of
5.7’l, with a resultant “t” of 3.66 which was very significant.
With reference to the performance in English and Grammar Factors the
following measures were obtained: For the non-problem pupils a mean score
of 50.9, a median score of )+)4.5, a standard deviation of 21.)4, and a standard
error of the mean of 5.35; whereas for the problem pupils a mean score of
1+2.6, a median score of 1+2.8, a standard deviation of 11.5, and a standard
error of the mean of 2.8. The two groups showed a difference in the mean
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score of 8.3, with a resultant 1’t” of 1.37 which was not significant.
With reference to the performance in Spelling Factors the following
measures were obtained; For the non-problem pupils a mean score of 15.3,
a median score of 13.7, a standard deviation of 9.1~., and a standard error
of the mean of 2.3; whereas, for the problem pupils a mean score of 7.7, a
median score of 5.1, a standard deviation of 7.7, and a standard error of the mean
of 1.9. The two groups showed a difference in the mean score of 7.6, with a
standard error of the difference between the mean scores of 3.05, with a
resultant “t” of 2.)-t.9 which was significant.
Conclusions.-- The findings of this study appear to warrant the
following conclusions:
1. It appears that the problem pupils and the non-problem pupils
of the Lynwood Park Elementary School were on about the same
age level.
2. It would appear that both groups possessed similar mental abili
ty as far as total mental factors are concerned.
3. It would appear that the problem pupils and, non-problem pupils
were both experiencing equal or similar accorirplishment in total school
achievement.
11. It would appear that no significant difference existed between
the two groups upon analysis of data ascertained from application
of the Behavior Rating Scale.
5. It would appear that there is no significant difference in
Proneness between the seventeen problem pupils and the seven-’
teen non-problem pupils of the Lynwood Park Elementary School,
North Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958.
Implications.—... The implications for educational theory and practice
that grew out of this study are as follows:
1. There are other factors involved in undesirable behavior other
than the level’ of mental maturity. Therefore, the labelling of
groups as “proble~1 should be done only after investigations
have been made with respect to other causative factors.
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2. It would appear by these data that both groups need much
attention with respect to school experiences.
3. It would appear that being labelled “problem~’ is not an
indication that these pupils had a proneness toward delin
quency.
I. There is need for more research into problems of behavior
of elementary boys and girls.
Recommendations.-- The investigator makes the following reconmienda
tions:
1. That every school should have a guidance counselor. The teacher
who is interested in guidance would measure rather than guess.
She can learn to measure somewhat accurately in areas of health,
adademic aptitude, other aptitudes, emotional and social
adjustment and interest.
2. That treatment of serious problem cases must be clinical in
nature if it is to be successful. The teacher should remember
-that most serious problem cases have probably been developing
over a period of years and consequently require long time
- treatment.
3. That more attention be focused-~~~upon the child’s emotions and
the factors that influence his social development.
L1.~ That schools become more aware of their responsibilities and
improve their practices so as to become effective in remedying
some of the manifestations of human privation. -
5. That the use of tests and measurements be greatly increased.
6. That schools be organized and operated in such a way as to
contribute directly to the satisfaction of the children’s
personality needs; that schools provide experiences through
which children can learn how to bring about the satisfaction
of their own needs in contemporary society while they are at
the same time contributing to the satisfaction of the needs
of others; that schools provide experiences favorable to the
development of attitudes and value concepts that will support
the maintenance of democratic institutions and processes in
our society, and facilitate the further evolution and develop
ment of those institutions for the common good.
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SCHEDULE A:• BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RECOR
Score.__
_Date __________, 19 Grade -
Du~cTIoNs FOR USING
Schedule A
. ‘ FREQUENCY or OCCURRENCE
BEmWI0R PROBLEM Hü occurred SCORE
- . Has never / . Occasional Frequent
, occurred 91~~e~0 more occurrence occurrence
Disinterest in School Work 0 4 6 7
Cheating 0 4 6 7
Unnecessary Tardines~ 0 . 4 6 7
Lying -. 0 / 4 6 7
Defiance to Discipline 0 4 6 7
Marked Overactivity . 0 8 12 14~
Unpopular with Children . 0 8 12 14’
Temper Outbursts 0 8 12 14
Bullying ‘ . 0 8 12 14
Speech Difficulties 0 8 12 14
Imaginative Lying O~ 12 18 21
Sex Offenses 0 ‘12 18 21’
Stealing . ‘ 0 12 18 21
Truancy . 0 12 18 21
Obscene Notes, Talk,or Pictures 0 . ‘ 12 1.8 .. 21
Directions for scoring. Transfer the numbers you have
marked for the different items to the right-hand column, headed
- . < ‘.‘ Score~” , A~d the numbersto secure the total score, andrecord.
~ the total in the upper right-hand corner of’ this sheet.
[ 2 ] TotaZ Score__
N
Rating b9
Below is a list of behaviOr problems sometimes found in chil
dren. Put a cross (x) in the appropriate column after each
item to designate how frequently such behavior has occurred
in your experience with this child. A cross should appear in
some column after eachitem. ‘The numbers are to be disregarded




SCHEDULE B: BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
Scoi~e~
___________________________________________________ Division I ______
Division II _______
~ool Grade_______ Division III ________
Division IV ______thng by Dale Total _______
Dn~cTIoNs FOR USING
- Schedule B
1. Do not consult anyone in making your judgments.
2. In rating a person on a particular trait, disregard every other trait but
that one. Many ratings are rendered valueless because the rater allows
himself to bQ influenced by a general favorable or unfavorable impression
that he has formed of the person.
3. When you have satisfied yourself as to the standing of this person, in the
trait on which you are rating him, indicate your rating by placing a cross
(x) immediately above the most appropriate descriptive phrase.
4. If you are rating a child, try to make your ratings by comparing hin~i with
children of his own age.
5. The m~asculine pronoun (he) has been used throughout for convenience.
It applies whether the person whom you are rating is male or female.
6. In making your ratings, disregard the small numbers which appear.-below
the ‘descriptive phrases. They are for use in scoring.
DIVISION’I
How inteffigent is he? Score
Fe~le- .• DLII Equal o~ average Br~ght Bri1~iant
minded child Oil Street
(5) . (4) (3) (2) (1)
Is he. abstracted or wide awake?
ontiiaually Freq~tently UstiaIIy / Wide- Ke~nly
,sorbed in becomes present- awake alive and
himself abstracted minded . alert
(5). (4) (2) ‘ (~) (3)
Is his attention sustained? .
acteL: Jumps Difficult to Attends Is. absorbed , Able to hold
dly from one keep at task . adequately in what he attention for
g to another until completed does long periods
(5) (4) (3) (1) (2)
Is he slow or quick in thinking?
~x±r~mely Slug~ish, Thinl~s with Agile- Excee~lingly
slow Plodding . ordinary speed minded rapid
(5) ‘ (4) . (2) ‘ (1) (3)
Is he slovenly or careful in his thinking?
t3k slovenly Ine~act, Mod~rately Cons~istent, ~reLis~
d illogical ‘ A dabbler careful . and logical
(5) . (4) . (2) , (i) . (3)
Is he mentally lazy or active?
nte~ests Leth~rgic, Is ord~narily Edger Shows’hyper7
r and inert Idles along active . activity
(5). (3) . (2) (1) (4)
Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things?
nd&erent, Uninq~!iisitive, Displays usual Interests Has consuming
concerned . Rarely curiosity and are easily interest in almost
interested interest aroused ‘ everytbing
(5) . . (4) (1)’ (2) (3)
3 ] Total, Division I_____
Behavior Rating
DIVISION II




9. How does lie impress people with his physique and bearing?
Repi~lsi~’e Mak~s an Genera’lly Un- Malies a
unfavorable noticed physique favorable
impression and bearing impression
(5) (4) (3) (2)
14. Does he lack nerve, or is he courageous?~
White-livered, .. G~ts Will tak~e reasoi~

















10. Can he compete with others on a physicalbasis?
- Weak and Has some physical Can hold . Is stx!onger
handicapped difficulties his own than most.
(5) (3) (2) ~(1)
1:[. What is his physical output of energy?
Extr~mely Slo~v in. Move~ with





12. Is he easilT fatigued?


















13. How does he impress you with regard to masculine or feminine traits?




















































17. What are his social habits?












18. Is he shy or bold in social relationships?
Pain~full~ ‘ Tin’iid, S~lf-coiiscious



















19. Is his personality attractive?
Repulsive Disagi~eeable
(5) ‘ ‘ (4)




21. How flexible’ is he”?
Stub~om, Slow to accept
Ridebound, new customs
Nonconformist and methods




‘ 15. Is he quie’t or talkative? ‘
‘. ‘‘I I I I .
Speaks very . , Usually Upholds his . Talks more than I
~ rarely quiet end of talk his share
. (3) (1) - ‘ (2) ‘ (4) ‘ .
24. What<tendency has he to ëriticize others? . -‘
‘ . N~ver ‘ Ra~ely CommLts on Has, a’ Extr~mely
criticizes criticizes outstanding weak- ‘ cr~tica1 critical, ‘
~ ‘ . , nesses or faults attitude Rarely approves.
. (3) . . (1.) (2)’ . . ‘ (4) . , (5)






























22. Is he rude or courteous?
Ru’de, Some~imes Observ~s general
Insulting, -‘ unmannerly, ‘ conventions of
Insolent Saucy civility and -respect




~23~ Does he give in to others or does he assert himself?
LNéver’asserts - Gent~rally Holds flis own, - ~sse~rtiv~e
self, yields ‘ Yields when
Servile . ,1 necessary





25. ~Is he even-temperea or moody?
StJlid, Generally Is habpy or
Rare changes . very even- depressed as
of mood tempered conditions warrant
(3) (1) (2)





27. Is he generally depressed or cheerful?
Dejected, Generally Usually in
Melancholic, . dispirited . good humor’
In the dumps
(3) . ~ (1)
28. Is h’e sympathetic ?~ : V
~ Unsym~athetic, Ordi~arily Sympi~thetic,
Aggravating, Disobliging, friendly and Warm-hearted
Cruel Cold cordial
(5) .‘ •(4) . (2) (1)
















































30. Does he worry or is he easy-going? V V
Constantly worrying Appre)iensive, Doe~ not Easy.!going
about something, Often worries’ VWO~ without
Has many anxieties unduly cause V
V (4) (2) (1) V V V (3) V
31. How does he react to examination or to discussion of himself
Refuse~ flatly - Voluhiteers ConserLtively Quite ~willing
to cooperate’ nothing, . coOperative V to coOperate
Must’ be pumped V V
(5) . . (3), ~(2) (1)
32. Is he suspicious or trustful? V








I VV IV, ‘,l ~, V~Very suspicious, Has to be . Generally ‘ Somewhat , Accepts every- —
Distrustful assured unsuspicious . gullible thing without
V and trustful’ V question VV V, (5) V (3) (1) (2) (4) V
33. Is he emotionally calm or excitable? ‘ V
No emot~ional re- Emotions ‘ Responds V , j~ easily Extreme1reactions,’
sponses, Apathetic, are slowly quite aroused V Hysterical, V ,, -
V . . (3) - . “ V
34. Is he negativistic or suggestible? V ~, V
Negativistic,. Complies V V Is generally Rather easily L’ Follo~s any —~
Contrary slowly open-minded persuaded ,. suggestion
(5) - - ‘ (4) . (1) - . (2), (3) 1.
35 Doe~ he act impulsively or cautiously ~
V V Impulsiv’e, flolts, Freqtivnt1y~ V Acts’ with Delilhesate VV Very cLutious
Acts on the spur - unreflective . reasonable .., . and ~akulatina
V V of thémoment V V and imprudent V care V V V’ VV
(5) (4) (2) (1) (3)
- Total, Division IVL
[6] ~
~V~ ‘“V..’..: ~ .-~ ‘ ~VV~ V~ VV~’~
V~V - I ~‘ “~ VV~,:’~ 1~ ~: ‘~ ~
K D PRONENESS SCALE
By WILLIAM’ C. KVARACEUS, Professor of Education, Boston University ‘
- 1
Name Boy... .. Girl..;.:
School (or Group) Grade .
- . ‘1••~ - -
Age Last Birthdays Years . ~ [9....
DIRECTioNS. , - ~‘ -I’
TI~E questions in this booklet ask how you feel about certain things This is not a test There are no right
or wrong answers. Read each question àn~ the four answers that follow it. Select the answer that best
describes how you really feel -about t~ie question. Do not skip any questions. Answei~ every question as you
come to it. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. Be sure to choose the answer that best tells
how you feel about the question. . ‘ -.
Here is a sample ~uestion to show you how to mark. .the answers.
Sample A Of theffollowing, the color I like best is — 1 2 3 4
1 red~• 2 brown 3 blue 4 green
Decide which of these colors you like best and draw a line under your answer. Now look at the numben ‘ ‘
beside the color.~which you picked. Put a heavy black mark in the answer space at the right which isundei’ -
the:numberof the answer whichyou have picked. For example, if you like “blue” best, you will draw a line
-under the wOrd “blue.” Since “blue” is nUmber 3, you will put a heavy black line in the answer space under
‘~h~ nurnber-3. ~ . .
When ~you are told to start, read each question and decide upon your answer, then record the answei~in’~
the same manner as you have done for the sarnple. -You will be given time enough to finish all the questions:
~. . ~.. . ...
• •. . .. Do not open your booklet untilyou are told tq do so.
Published by WOrld Book Company, Tonkers-on-Hudson, New Tork, and Chicago, illinois
Copyright 1950 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. Printed- in .U.S~A. - - ~-‘ -


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































K D Proneness Scale PAGE 3
.4 êoffee
8 manual training or home economics
3. Those who gef the best jobs are usually the ones who
9 know the right person 10 are the best trained 11 are the luckiest 12 work the hardest
5. If a person called me a dirty name, I would —
17 fightthe person 18 tell him where to get off
6~ Of the followin~’sports, the one I like best to watch is a —
21 baseball game 22 prize fight
7. When I do my schoolwork I get n~iy reward —
25 always 26 sometimes 27 seldom
8. Parents usually understand their children —
29 very well 30 quite well 31 not very well
9. If I want to be popular I have to do what the crowd does
33 all of the time 34 most of the time .35 some of the time 36 seldom or never
39 lack of ability 40 lack of hard work io~.
44 sissies . 11
12. During the summer. I would like best to stay —
45 around the house 46 at a summer camp away from home -
47 at a YMCA (YWCA) day camp 48 at the playground near home ‘ 12
13. Of the following, I wpu~d least like to be a — .•
49 teacher 54~’minister 51 dottor 52 crooner 13
14. You have lots more fun if you live in a family with —
53 no brothers or sisters 54 only one brother or sister
55 two or three brothers or sisters 56 four or more brothers or sisters -. 14
15. Most boys stay ~in school becausç they —
- 57 are r~quir~d by law to do so 58 have to learn to make a living
59 want,~to go to college 60 like school 15
-16. Most teachers are —
61 very fair
17. Smoking is a habit that —
65 does not hurt anyone 66 hurts everyone a little -
67 hurts some people but not others 68 hurts most people a great deal .
18. The secret of success is —
69 just luck 70 hard work 71 ability 72 money ..
19. Of the following, I would like most to be a famous — - - -
73 movie actor (actress) 74 athlete 75 scientist 76 writer .:.
20. Most people who do something wrong. do not think, that they —
- 77 will be caught 78 will be punished 7-9 are really doing wrong 80 are hurting others -20
1 “Of the following, the drmk I like best is —
1 soda ~pop~ 2 milk 3 water
2. Of the follpwing~subjécts, th’e one I like to study best is —
5 Engl~ish - 6 science 7 art or drawing
4. Going to high school is — - -
13 a waste of time 14 all right for some people but not for.me
15 all ri~ght if you can take the course you want 16 necessary for success- 4
19 say and do nothing 20 laugh it off
23 horse race 24 basketball game
28 never -
32 notatall ~
10. Failure is usually due to —
‘37 bad habits 38 bad companions
11. The pupils who have the best attendance records are almost always —
41 honor students 42 good students 43 poor students
62 fair most of the time 63 seldom fair 64 never fair .— . . . ..,..,.. is
2 1~ Which of the following drinks do ~you like best~ ~ D Proxieness Sc~1e P~
81 ginger ale 82 coke 83 root beer 84 milk shake
If I- am askethto do something which I think is not reasonable, I —
85 refuse to do -it 86. argue first and then do just enough to get by
87 ~lo what I’m told and then argue later 88 do what I’m told and say nothing
The school~ork that the teacher gives me is usually —
-~ - 89 v~êry hard 90 fairly hard 91 fairly easy 92 very easy
24. I- have the nio~t fun when I play —
93 in my own house 94 in my own yard 95 on my street 96 on the playground near my hoii
Being succe~sful usually means having —
97 a~thg fortune 98 many friends
-The best teachers are the ones who are —
1 ver,~ easy 2 fairly easy
Most policemen .try to
-5 help you 6 scare you
28. I would like to. attend the movies —
- 9 once a week 10 twice a week
16 all of the pupils..
24 seldom or never
Older people uliderstand younger people — - - . -
• - ;S. - 25 -very well 26 rather well 27 only a littlç
33. - Of the following subjects, which do you dislike the most? -
- - 29 history or ~ocial studies 30 mathematics 31 English
34-. - A boy or girl should~e allowed to be his own boss when he is —
- 33 1-4 years o~l 34 16 years old 35 18 years old
People who live in fine houses usually are — - -
37 the. be~t people in town 38 smarter and more educated than most people
- 39 just lucky 40 crooked in business
- - - .i
In a f~amily i~ is best to ~be — -.
- 41 the oldest child 42 the youngest child
In schools the good marks are usually given to those who — - -
45 do the best work. 46 work -the hardest -
- - 47 only make believe they are working - 48 are teachers’ pets
-38. - When I leave school or graduate, I shall — - -
49 take any job that comes along 50 find a good job - - -
- 51 take it easy for a while 52 go to another- school or college
39. - Happiness is impossible without — -




99 your name in the paper 100_the respect.of many peopi
3 fairly hard - 4 very hard
7 boss you 8 get something on you
11 three or four tirnesaweek 12 everyday
-: -~ Cheating in school is usually done by — -
- ~ - - 13 only a few bad pupils 14- none of th.e pupils 15 most of the-pupils
- 3O.’~ -~‘Vhenever I get into serious trouble, other ~eopJe are to blame —
-- - 17 always 18 almost always 19 sometimes 20 seldom or never -.
3i.~ Teachers know what they are talking about — -
- - 21 always 22 most of the time ~. some of the time
32.
28 not at all
32 shop
36 21 years old
r
43 the only child 44 one of a large family
- 4Q. - Of the following, the color I like best is —
- - - 57 red 58 black 59 yellow
1. I usually have the best time when I do things — K D Proneness Scale PAGE 5
61 all by myself 62 with one friend 63 with two or three friends 64 with a big.gang 4’
~2. For the rnQst serious trouble I have ever been in —
65 others were to blame more than I was 66 others were to blame as much as I was
~7 I was mostly to blame 68 I was wholly to blame 42
~3. I wou1d~’lik~ to stay in bed late in the morning —
- 6~. every day 70 Saturdays and Sundays 71 Sundays 72 seldom or never 43
14. Of the following, the sport I like best is —
73 fishing or hunting 74 overnight hiking 75 football or baseball 76 wrestling
15. Of the following, the vegetable I like best is —
7~squash 78 potato 79 spinach 80 carrot 45.
16. In the scl~ools, teachers can usually be depended upon to do — .
81 nothing to help me 82 a little to help me
83~nuch to.help me 84 all they can to help me 46
17. In school, my friends —
85 always get me into trouble 86 almost always get me into trouble
87 sometimes get me into trouble 88 never get me into trouble 47
18. Of the teachers I have known, I have liked —
89 all of them 90 most of them 91 some of them 92 only one of them 48
49. During the past month I have worried about my family —
93 all the time 94 most of the time 95 some of the time 96 not at all 49
50. I think about what I’ll do when I get out of school —
97 all the time 98 most of the time 99 some of the time 100 not at all so
51. Going to school causes me to be worried and upset —
1 all the time 2 most of the time 3 some of the time 4 never 51
52. Ihave been—
5 extremely lucky 6 lucky 7 extremely unlucky 8 unlucky 52
53. Taking part in 4ool clubs is —
9 very in4~ortant 10 quite important 11 not very important 12 very unimportant 53
54. The most popular boys are the ones who —
13 almost always get into mischief 14 sometimes g~et into mischief
15 selaom get into mischief 16 almost never get into mischief 54
55. When no~ in school, I can have the most fun —
17 ~in tke mornings 18 in the afternoons 19 around noon 20 around midnight
56. The pupils who skip school are usually the ones who get — . -
21 the best marks 22 good marks 23 fair marks 24 the poorest marks 56
57. Going to college is —
25 necessary for success 26 all right if you can afford it
27 all right if you have the ability 28 just a waste of time and money 57
58. Most teachers act like other human beings — .
29 always 30 most of the time ~31 some of the time 32 seldom or never 58
59. The time when I shall leave hOme I look forward to —
33 not at. all 34 sometimes 35 often 36 very often 59
60.. Going to school right now is doing me — -
37 a great deal of good 38 some good 39 more harm than good 40 a great deal of harm 60
:~‘., ...:- ~. ‘~ ‘
~“ ~1L ~ iri~g~’thèt past month ~I have beei~ worrying about my health K D Proneness Scale P~
.~t 41 all the time 42 most of the time 431 some of the time 44 none of the time
1 62 Teachers and principals usually treat pupils like —
45 slaves and work animals 46 someone beneath them 47 little children 48 their equals
63 The police —
~ usually very fair 50 make some mistakes 51 favor the riëh 52 are, usually unfair
i’ ~4. Failing marks on your report card usually mean —
~5’3 you didn’t do your work 54 yqu are.dumb
~‘55 your teacher doesn’t like you 56 you have been absent a lot
65. The b~t time of the year is —
57 Christmas , 58 Easter 59 sji~er 60 Thanksgiving
• 66. Of the ~ollowing, the dessert I like best is —
• ‘ i~1 jello 62 bread pudding 63 custard 64 pie
:67. On my report card I usually get — .
‘65 all honor marks 66 mostly good-marks 67 fair marks 68 some failure marks
68. Of the following, the game I like best is — -
69 checkers 70 bingo 71 marbles 72 authors
69. School rules and regulations’have good reasons behind them —
73 always 74 almost always 75 some of the time 76 seldom or never
70.: . When I am with someone else and ~e want something to drink, I like to —
- • .‘ . 77 buy my own drink 78 match to see who will pay
79 fix it so the other person usually pays. 80 pay for all the drinks
71.’. If I had the money, I would like besX to go to a—
81 dance 82 movie , 83 co~ert 84 bowling alley
72 People who wear fine clothes usually are —
• 85 just lucky 86 smarter than other people
87 better educated than others 8.2 the best people in town ‘.
73. It-is the most~ to ha~~e—
89 no girl friends 90 one girl friend 91 a few girl friends 92 lots of girl friends
• :‘.: . 74. It is thd mOst fun to have —
~3 rio boy friends 94 one boy. friend 95 a few boy friends 96 lots of boy friends
75. 1. have~Iearned that I can trust —
~7 rn~bst people 98 some people, 99 a few people 100 no one
• . . ,,~ . . 7 . . .
-~ /
ffPRONENESS CHECK LIST (Revised)
IT LL TAM C KVARA CE US, Professor of Education, Boston University
ie of Subject. . .~ Boy Girl Date
Last Birthday Years. School (or Group) Checker(s) .. :..
tCTXONS
3efore using this Q1~eck List study the Manual of Directions carefully, particularly that section pertaining to the use of the Check List..f
?or each item plac~ a check in the appropriate “Yes,” “No,” “?“ column. Count the number of check marks in each column and èhter
numbers in the spates provided at the end of the Check List. A large number of checks in the “Yes” column will indicate a child who .‘
nerable to the establishment of delinquent patterns of behavior. Those characteristics which have the greatest bearing on potential~
Lquent behavior are hiarked with an asterisk.
The sources from wl~ich information is obtained should be entered in the proper spaces at the end of the Check List. For example, such~
es as “Cumulative Records,” “Child-serving Agency,” and “Parents” will be made. -~





1. Is between 10 and 16 (if boy); 12 and 16 (if girl)
*2. Is below average in academic aptitude
~. Is in poor health
4. Has physical defect
~5. Reacts to situations in overly aggressive manner
*6 Attends movies at least twice a week
*7~ Never belonged to a club or orga~ization
*8. Shows lack of success in out-of-school activities
9. Avoids positions and activities involving responsibilities
*10. Has previous record of delinquent behavior
~11. ~Evidences a philosophy of “good” or “bad” luck
12. Is satisfied with self
*13. AssQciates with others who are or have been delinquent
14. Declares he is afraid of nothing
*15. “R4hs” with a “gang”
16. Is ihe middle child in a large (five or more) family
17. Has three or more sisters
18. Is slovenly and unkempt in appearance
19. Seldom attends church or Sunday school
~ JI. Environmental Factors — Home and Family
20. Birth unplanned or accidental
*21. Family broken by divorce, desertion, or death
*22. Relationships in family life unwholesome
*23. Emotional conflicts between parents
*24. Emotional conflicts between siblings
*25. Emotional conflicts between parents and siblings
*26. Poor home discipline (very lax, extremely rigid, or very erratic)
*27. Overindulgence exhibited toward child
*28. Feels disliked or unwanted
*29. Drunkenness in family
30. Much nagging among family members
Published by World Book Company, Tankers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinoü
Copyright 1950, 1953, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
PRINTED IN U.S.A. KDPCL—6
/
K D Proneness Check List
4 1II. Environmental Factors — Home and Family (continued)
*31. Evidence of neglect
~ 32. Is overprotected by family
~ 33. Intense rivalry among siblings
34. Dislikes home
35. Extreme parental domination
~36.. Cultural conflicts between parents and siblings
*37k Delinquent brothers and/or sisters
*38. Parents have court records
39. Family is large (five or more)
~‘40. Family belongs to marginal group (Negro, foreign-born, etc.)
~41. Lives in other than natural home
~42. Family income inadequate for comfortable living
43. Record of family contacts with welfare agencies
Father is unskilled or slightly skilled worker
~45. Mother is employed outside the home
*46. Inadequate living quarters
47. ‘Lives in multi-family dwelling
*48. Overcrowding (more than 1.5 persons per room) prevails’
49. Inadequate furnishings in home
50. Family without automobile
51. Home unsanitary
*52. Family is mobile or migratory
53. Lives in underprivileged neighborhood
*54• Lives in high delinquency-rate area
55. Has few facilities for play (home, yard, neighborhood)
56. Lives over business establishment
57. Family rents home and pays less than prevailing average
58. Lives in racially mixed neighborh~56d
III. School Factors
_____ *59• Has below average verbal ability
*60. Has little interest in schoolwork
*61. Is unsuccessful in schoolwork
*62. Ha~ repeated one or more grades
63. Grade placement too high for mental ability
__________ 64. Is in a special class
*65. Is indifferent to or dislikes school
~ Transfers frequently from school to school
*67. Is truant from school frequently
~68. Intends to leave school as soon as the law will allow
• ~69. ~‘eels that he does not belong to the class group
t70. Takes little or no part in extracurricular or club activities of school
~• TOTAL NUMBER ~E Sources of Information: 3
~ ITEMS cHECKED :
~YES NO ? 1 4




Test of Mental Maturity
NON-LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE SECTIONS
Devised by
ELIZABETH T. SULLIVAN, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND ERNEST W. TIEGS
NSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS:
This is a test of mental maturity. In taking it you will show how well you under
stand relationships and what you do when you face new problems. No one is ex
pected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer as many items as
you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
)O NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
2nd Printing
~LISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU — 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD -. LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
NCH OFFICES: NEW CUMBERLAND, PA.; MADISON, WIS.; DALLAS. TEXAS — COPYRIGHT © 1957 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU — COPY
~T UNDER INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT UNION—ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER PAN-AMERICAN COPYRIGHT UNION—PRINTED IN U.S.A.
Non - Language Section







2 3 4 _24
Test I Score
(number right)
IRECTIONS: Listen carefully to the pairs of words that will be read to you. Later, the first
word of each pair will be repeated and you are to remember what word







Samples C and D
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the letter, R, for each right hand or foot; mark the
letter, L, for each left hand or foot.































DIRECTIONS: In each row find the drawing that is a different view of the first drawing.





4 _E 1 2 3 4 __.._52
7J 23445:1
~DH~9 ~ 4_46 2 ~ -54
~ : 55
cy~: ~ 34~47 ~ -55
18! ~ 34 -4812 3 4~56
~ ~ ~ :~ ~ , , -57
flu ~ -~5O








































DIRECTIONS: In each row the first picture is related to the second. Find the one
picture to the right of the second dotted line that goes with the third






1 2 3 4_97
101 _____ ____
~A~o~i








2 3 4 _98
Iu~_flfl
I ~ ‘I
I I ______________________________ _____________







I. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14 a8 b9 dO d12 e14 I
05~~ 5 10 15 20 22 25~ 30 a5 b 10 C 15 d20 e22 105
06). 18 15 13 12 9 6 3 a15 b13 d12 d9 e3 106
07). 2. 5 8 10 11 14 17 a5 b8 dO dli e17 107
08). 1 2 4 8 14 16 32 a2 b4 c8 d14 e16 _108
09). 27 9 3 1 0 1/~ a9 b3 c~ dO e~ 109
LO). 3 4 7 8 10 11 12 15 a7 blO cii d12 e15 —110
1) 3 9 27 76 81 243 ag b27 c76 dBl e243 ____111
.2).. 25 24 22 19 18 16 13 12 9 10 7 a25 b22 c19 d13 e9 _112
3). 1 2 4 7 11 15 16 22 29 37 a15 b16 c22 d29 e37 _113





DIRECTIONS: In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong. Find
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as you are told.
DIRECTIONS: In each problem below you are to find out how many coins of each kind
it takes to make a given amount of money. Work each problem
mentally, find the answer you get among those at the bottom of the
page, and mark the letter of this answer as you are told.
TEST 10
abede
II II 1!. N





116 II II i~ II
k 1~ mn o
117 II












~ g 1~ ~
124 II
I cent 1 nickel is 1 dime is 1 quarter is 1 half-dollar is
5 cents 10 cents 25 cents 50 cents
ANSWERS
a 5 cents 2 nickels
b 5 cents 1 nickel
C 3 cents 1 dime 1 quarter 1 half-dollar~
d _____ 2 nickels
e 2 dimes 1 quarter
~ 3 cents 1 nickel 1 dime 1 quarter 1 half-dollar..
g 3 cents 1 nickel 1 dime 1 quarter
h 3 cents 2 nickels 2 quarters
1 3 cents 2 nickels 2 half-dollars~.
3 3 cents 2 dimes 1 half-dollarS.
k 2 nickels 1 dime 1 quarter
1 2 cents 2 dimes 1 quarter
m . 1 dime 1 quarter 1 half-dollar~~
_____ • 2 dimes 1 half-dollar
0 1 nickel 2 dimes
Page 10 • Test 10 Score
CTMM . E (number rigbt)......
3. 2 coins—lO cents





















Pages 12 through 18
DIRECTIONS: Work these problems on a sheet of scratch paper. Mark as you are told
the letter of each correct answer.
TEST 11
L. There are 5 birds in a tree and 3 birds on a fence. How a 2
many birds are there in both places? b 8
c 15
d7
125. Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4 marbles. Bill has 3 marbles, a ~
How many marbles do all three boys have? b 2
c 12
d60
126. Tickets to a show cost 10 cents. Jim bought 2 tickets. How a 200
much did he pay for them? b 20
c
d8Ø
127. Ben earns 4 dollars each week helping his father after school. a 20
He has earned 16 dollars. How many weeks has he been b 64
. c$4
working? d4
128. Seventy girl scouts were divided into 5 groups of equal size. a 15
• How many girls were there in each group? b 14
. 620
d3
129k How many marbles can you buy for 25 cents at the rate of a 15
3 for 5 cents? b75
. c33
~ d40
130. Two boys bought watermelons and sold slices of them at a $200
~ ball game. They had 50 cents in the cash box to start with. 8O~
They sold 40 slices of melon at 5 cents a slice. How much $3.00
should they have in the cash box at the end of the day? d$2.50 —
131. Balls which usually sold for 65 cents were sold for a short a 250
time for 25 cents less. Frank bought a ball at the lower b 200
price and gave the clerk 50 cents. How much change should
hegetback? d50
Go RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGEPage 12
CTMM- E 1’
TEST 11 (Continued)
~t Camp No. 9 it took 10 boy scouts 3 days to set up camp. a 3
~amp No. 12, which is the same size, must be set up in one b30
ay. How many boys will be needed to do the work?
eorge lives one-fourth of a mile from school. He goes a 34 ml.
ome at noon for lunch. How far does he walk each day b 1 ml.
~oing to and from school? C % ml.
dl34mj. 133
~. newsboy delivered papers to 30 customers for a month. At a 50~
the ëi~d of the month he collected $15.00. How much did b$2.00
~ach customer pay? c5~
d$5.00 134
There are 20 girls in the Sunday School class. Each week a $1.00
each girl gives 5 cents to go toward a fund for needy families. b 25~
How much will all the girls give in 5 weeks? C $5.00
d$7.50 135
Richard saw an air rifle advertised for $21.00 at one-third a $14.00
off for cash. How much money will he need to buy it? b $7.00
c $18.00
d$9.00 136
How mucF~’ will your mother have to pay for the cleaning a $8.40
of a rug 9 ft. wide and 12 ft. long at the rate of 20 cents a b $1.08
square foot? c $4.20
d$21.60 137
In a~ fieki meet, 20 events were listed for the day. Pupils a 4
from your school won 60 per cent of the events. How many b 3
events did you lose? C 8
d12 138
A swimming pool is 60 ft. long and 30 ft. wide. The water a 80 mm.
in the pool is 4 ft. deep on the average. How long will it b 5 mm.
take to fill the pool if the water runs in at the rate of 90 cubic C 26 mm.




DIRECTIONS Mark as you are tod the number of the word that means the sam~ or
the same as the first word.
blossom ~ tree 2 vine
~ flower ~ garden M
journey 1 state 2 travel
3end 4fair 140
law 1 rule 2 power
~ able ~ help 141
always 1 larger 2 forever
~ know ~ apart 142
almost 1 rarely 2 never
now ~ nearly 143
alarm 1 blame 2 signal
~ address ~ comfort 144
damage 1. manage 2 collect
3 injure recover 145
announce 1 keel) 2 publish
~ reform ~ destroy 146
improve ~ make - 2 better
~ satisfy ~ admit 147
difficult 1 different 2 pleasant
.~ hard ~ task 148
despair 1 mind 2 time
~ past ~ hopelessness 149
consent 1 occur 2 offer
~ oppose ~ agree 150
portion 1 coliect 2 part
3 make ~ refer 151
amuse 1 afford 2 gift
~ game ~ please 152
lack 1 use 2 want
~ admit ~ apart 153
cease 1 consent 2 concert
~ stop ~ strain 154
disguise 1 reveal 2 declare
~ show ~ mask 155
distinct 1 success 2 clear
~ interest ~ noticed 156
sincere ~ satisfactory 2 genuine
~ hopeful ~ noble 157
lofty 1 tone 2 high
~ example ~ toil 158
extend 1 refuse 2 remain
~ lengthen ~ revert 159
condemn 1 false 2 blame
~ oppose ~ alarm 160
humble 1 secure 2 dwelling
~ lowly ~ proud 161.
expert 1 average 2 master
~ business ~ student 162
apply 1 piece 2 use
~ correct mean 163
164. legal 1 lawful 2 court
~ lawyer ~ humane -
165. endeavor 1 help 2 hero
~ attempt ~ harm —
166. conclusion 1 settlement 2 end r
~ journey ~ right —
167. obscure 1 clear 2 hidden
~ odd ~ quaint —
168. extraordinary 1 loud 2 unusual
~ particular ~ favorable —
169. location 1 relieve 2 choice
~ view ~ situation —
170. imaginary 1 existing 2 trifling
~ unreal ~ substantial —
171. escort 1 avoid 2 occasion
~ attend ~ remain —
172. merit 1 deserve 2 merry
~ desire ~ just —
173. compile 1 aid 2 ample
~ collect answer —
174. console 1 empower 2 reduce
~ order ~ comfort —
175. legislator 1 elector 2 lawmaker
~ minor ~ citizen —
176. revert 1 persist 2 perplex
~ return ~ unknown —
177. significance 1 l)revention 2 age
~ meaning ~ certainty —
178. petulant 1 oppressive 2 stagnant
~ sprightly ~ peevish —
179. dispute 1 disturb 2 question
~ subdue ~‘ disguise —
180. deplete 1 complete 2 final
~ exhaust ~ fearless —
181. compassionate 1 sly 2 free
~ respectful ~ kind —v
182. deter 1 meddle 2 applaud
~ hinder ~ recline —
183. complex 1 simple 2 compliment
~ complexion ~ mixed —
184. dispatch 1 discount 2 mood
~ relieve ~ haste —
185. venerable 1 adequate 2 aged
~ youthful ~ reliable —
186. conceited 1 variable 2 connected
~ vain ~ conquest —
187. malign 1 insure 2 slander
~ muffle ~ invade —
188. facile 1 fragile 2 futile
~ easy ~ remote —
189. empower 1 enlarge 2 permit

































DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow.
Then mark as you are told the number of each answer you have decided
is correct.
TEST 8
If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines.
Therefore
1 It will not rain
2 It is day
~ The moon may shine tonight N
All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses can
walk
2 All horses can walk
~ All horses are animals 190
Either the sun moves around
the earth or the earth moves
around the sun.
But the sun does not move
around th~e earth.
Therefore
1 The earth moves around the
moon
2 The earth moves around the
sun
~ The ~un is larger than the
earth 191
Jack runs faster than Harry.
Bert runs faster than Harry.






193. Jane is taller than Helen.
Helen is taller than Barbara.





194. All mammals are vertebrates.
The cow is a mammal.
Therefore
1 Some vertebrates live on land
2 Some mammals live in water
~ The cow is a vertebrate 194
195. A is either B or C.
A is not C.
Therefore
1 A is not B
2AisB
3CisB 195
196. Either your cousin is older
than you, or the same age, or
younger.
But your cousin is not older,
nor is he younger.
Therefore
1 Your cousin is younger than
you
2 Your cousin is older than you
3 Your cousin is the same age
as you 196
Go RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
V
197. All circles are round figures.
A certain figure is not round.
Therefore
1 It is not a circle
21t is oval
~ It is either a square or a
triangle 197
198. At normal temperatures, all met
als except mercury are solids.
Gold is a metal.
Therefore
1 Gold is valuable
2 Gold is a solid
~ Metals are usually heavy 198
199; Some fishes fly,.
No birds are fisli~s.
Therefore
1 All creatures that fly are
fishes or birds
2 No fishes resemble birds
~ Creatures other than birds
can fly 199
200. Three boys are up on a ladder.
Tom is farther up the ladder
than Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle po




201. George Washington was a
skillful general.
George Washington was Presi
dent of the United States.
Therefore
1 Skillful .generals make good
presidents
2 One President of the United
States was a skillful general
~ Good presidents make skillful
generals
202. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C.
Therefore
1 C is situated close to A
2 A is situated to the east of C
‘~ C is nearer to A than to B
203. He is either honest or dis
honest.
But he is not dishonest.
Therefore
1 He is desirable for a position
2 He comes from honest people
~ He is honest
1 B is larger than C
2 A is equal to C





204. A is equal to B.





)IRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark as you are told the number or letter
of each correct answer.
TEST 2
The name of the story read to
you a while ago is
1 The Guide
2 A Summer’s Outing
~ In the Rockies
4 Pack Train 0
L The number of horses in the
pack train was
ag b13 c7 dli 208
The saddlebags were
1 Partly filled 2 Almost empty
~ Bulging ~ Breaking open 209
e 17
210. Tn some of the saddlebags
were
1 Miners’ headlights
2 Sleeping bags ~ Chocolate
~ Dynamite 210




212. A heavy rain fell
1 Three days before
2 A week before
~ The morning the pack train
started
~ The day before 212
213. Where the trail was washed
out, the guide
1 Found a new trail
2 Made a rough bridge
~ Led the horses over logs
lying nearby
~ Sent word back to camp for
help 213
214. Where the trail was under
water, the pack
1 Swam across the rushing
waters
2 Waited for the water to lower
~ The guide rolled logs into the
stream
~ Found a new trail
Rather wide
Steep and narrow
Slippery ~ Rocky 211
‘lhe age of the guide was about
a33 big c29 d24 205
The guide was
1 Tall and light
2 Short and dark
~ Medium height and dark
~ Average- height 206
• The supply camp was in the
1 Coast Ranges
2 Appalichian Mountains
~ Blue Ridge- Mountains
~ Northwestern Rockies 207
214
TEST 2 (Continued)
215. The roar of the waterfalls
1 Rested the horses
2 Worried the horses
~ Pleased the guide
~ Sounded like thunder
216. The glacier the guide saw was
1 Blue in color 2 Cream-colored
~ Small ‘~ Melting fast 216
217. The lake seemed beautiful to
the guide because of
1 The smooth green water
2 The reflection of the moun
tain
3 The almost circular shape
~ The mist rising.ftom it 217
21& The pack met the grizzly
1 On the first day out
2 Near the glacier
3 The last afternoon of the trip
~ Near the mining camp 218
219. The grizzly cleared the trail by
1 Growling and scattering the
horses
2 Biting the lead horse and
scaring the others
~ Frightening the guide
~ Striking each horse off the
trail 219
220. After clearing the trail, Mr.
Grizzly
1 Turned back on the trail
2 Lay down to rest
~ Tore open the bags for food
~ Continued down the moun
tain
221. The horses
1 Were wildly excited
2 Turned back on the trail
~ Ran down the mountainside
~ Took no notice of the grizzly
222. The guide
1 Unloaded some of the supplies
2 Led the horses down the
mountainside
3 Led the horses to water
~ Led the horses back onto the
trail
223. When the pack reached camp,
the miners
1 Were asleep
2 Gave the pack a hearty wel
come
~ Blamed the guide for being
late
~ Found fault with the supplies
1 Did not quiet down for weeks
and weeks
2 Were ready to take the trail
the next day
~ Soon forgot about the grizzly
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California Achievement Tests
Complete Battery
READING — ARITHMETIC — LANGUAGE
W X Y Z SERIES
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK
INSTRUCT~ONS TO PUPILS:
This is a test of your achievement in reading, arithmetic, and language. In
taking the first part you will show how many words you know and how well
you understand what you read. No one is expected to do the whole test
correctly, but you should answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as
you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
1957. EDITION
4th Printing
BLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU — 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD — LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
NCR OFFICES: NEW CUMBERLAND, PA.; MADISON, WIS.; DALLAS, TEXAS—COPYRIGHT © 1957 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU—COPY
HT UNDER INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT UNION—ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER PAN-AMERICAN COPYRIGHT UNION—PRINTED IN U.S.A.
Elementary
)IRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the opposite or
about the opposite of the first word.
Correct Test f Correct Answer
~AMPLE: A. happy ~ black 2 run Booklet Mark Sheet Mark
~ sad ~ rich 1 2 3 4H I H
TEST 1 —SECTION A TEST 1 —SECTION B
more ~ several 2 free 13. wild 1 mild 2 tame
~ less ~ inside 1 ~ famous same 13
few 1 many 2 seldom 14. question 1 column 2 mark
~ plucky ‘~ foolish 2 ~ habit answer 14
15. silent 1 gigantic 2 motionless
larger 1 angry 2 smoother 3 noisy ~ simple 15
~ bigger ~ smaller
16. agree 1 disagree 2 discuss
start 1 invite 2 race ~ preside ~‘ gain 16
~ strike ~ finish _____ 4
17. break 1 2 fracture
sum 1 chief 2 difference ~ fly ~ fix ___i 7
~ vessel ~ spot 5
18. together ~ cloistered 2 separated
empty 1 tie 2 fill ~ mixed ~ high ._~i 8
~ fall remove 6 19. grouped 1 seasoned 2 cancelled
~ scattered ~ troubled 19
. divisor 1 echo 2 cap
~ multiplier desire ‘~ 20. majority 1 minority 2 crowd
~ valley crew __2 0
even 1 odd 2 smooth
~ open ~ nasty — 8 21. vacant 1old 2 full
~ lost ~ polite 21
• reduce 1 recite 2 reply
3stop ~ increase ~ 22. shrinking 1 warping 2 fading~ broadening ~ swelling 22
• part 1 hand 2 fact 23. posterior 1 immaterial 2 anterior
~ total ~ jewel 10 rear ~ curved 23
• choose 1 reject 2 seize 24. soil 1 clean 2 slide
~ vote ~ flash ~ track ~ toil 24
quotient 1 2 25. humid 1 2
~ continent ~ deduction 12 ~ arid ~ still 25
G O RIGHT ON TO THENEXT SECTION
ge 3 Test 1 — Sec. A Score I Test 1 — Sec. B Score
T E - W (number right) (number right)
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been told the number of the word that means the opposit
or about the opposite of the first word.
Correct Test I Correct Answer
SAMPLE: B. happy 1 black 2 run Booklet Mark I Sheet Mark
I 1 2 3 4
~ sad ‘ rich 3 B j B i 1
r
TEST 1 —SECTION C TEST 1 —SECTION D
26. country ~ farm 2 crops 38. begin 1 free 2 fly
~ land ~ city 20 cry ~ end
27. offer 1refuse 2 reply 39. true 1 natural 2 false
open ~ hope 27 ~ blue ~ straight
40. loser 1 winner 2
28. discourage 1 divide 2 encourage race griever
conquer ~ league 28
41. ordinary 1 local 2 divine
29. knowledge 1 vigor 2 pain ~ unusual ~ content
~ ignorance ~ park 29
42. fancy 1 2 plain
30. tame 1 wild 2 spoiled ~ frayed pear
~ playful ~ spotted 30
43. funny 1 special 2 minute
31. dry 1 moist —~ evil ~ solemn ~ sole
~ alive ~ cold 31
44. dainty 1 coarse 2 fine
~ colored ~ airy
32. male 2
32~ couple female 45. active 1 lazy 2 understood
~ related ~ awkward
33.~’ captive 1 tight 2 purple
~ free ~ second 33 46. rage 1 anger 2 loss
~ number “ joy
34. east 1 north 2 easy
3 4 34 47. pleasure 1 deed 2 harm
~ pain ~ mist
35. ascend ~ 2 48. tardy 1 2 prompt
~ defend ____
~ blundering ‘~ humorless
36. lend 1 mend 2 49. sensible 1 alert 2 difficult
3mourn ~‘ hurt 30 ~ legal ~‘ ignorant
37. industry railroad 2 speech 50. sufficient 1 pleasant 2 degree
~ culture ~ agriculture 37 ~ reticent ~ inadequate
G O RIGHT ON TO THENEXT SECTION
Page 4 Test 1 — Sec. C Score
C A T E - w (number right)
1.1 L.]~




















)IRECTIONS: Read the following directions.
Aark as you are told the number or letter
f each correct answer.
By crossing out two letters, you
can make friend out of the word
friendly. Mark the number of the
two letters which would be cross
ed out.
One of the words below is in this
sentence. Mark its number.
56. To make the word catch you need
to put two letters between ca and






57. A compound word is formed by
joining two or more words, such
as earth and quake, forming the
word earthquake. The words
play and ground will form a





58. The first sixteen letters of the al
phabet are:
abcdefghijklmnop
One of the words below ends with






59. A prefix consists of one or more
letters placed before a root or a
simple word to form a new word.
Mark the number of the new word






Mark the number of the letter





Read th~ following names:
Marie Arthur Richard Mae
Mark the number which shows the






Mark the number of the word
that is rat spelled backward.
59
TEST 2—SECTION E (Continued)
60. The suffix ness is used to form
nouns meaning state or condition,.
such as ill, illness. Mark the num
ber of the word which has the

















62. Read these letters:
wkognjf
~Mark the number of the third




The suffix able can be added to a
word such as peace to make the
new word peaceable. Mark the
number of the new word which













64. Read these numbers:
947328651
Mark the letter of the fifth num





65. Mark the number of the fifth letter
of the last word of this sentence.
2a
66. Read these numbers:
634852 190
Mark the letter of the third num





67. Mark the number of the eighth




68. Read the following names:
Carl Joy Grace Henry
Mark the number which shows the





TEST 2—SECTION E (Continued)
Words ending with e generally
drop the e before suffixes begin
ning with a vowel, such as ad
mire, admirable. Mark the
number of the word which has the






70. Words ending with y usually
change the y to i before the suf
fix is added, such as easy changed
to easily. Mark the number of the
word which has the suffix ful









TEST 2— SECTION F
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been told
the number or letter of each correct answer.





I Look at the following Table of Contents and
find the answers to items 72, 73, and 74.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter Page
1. Corn and Its Cu1tivation~~--.---- 1
2. The Rubber~21
3. The Mushroom 43
4. Wheat of the Grass~ 52
5. The Bean~69
6. Strong Man Oak 74
72. Mark the letter of the page which






73. Mark the number which shows
what story begins on page 74.
1 Corn and Its Cultivation
2 Strong Man Oak
3 Bean Family
4 Rubber Tree
74. Mark the number which shows to
which chapter the material on
page 33 belongs.
1 2 3 4
Page 8
CATE-W
1 Below is a bar graph of Joe’s arithmetic t
scores for 5 weeks. Read the graph and mc
the letter or number of the correct answ





75. In which two weeks did Joe make
the same score on the tests?
a 2 and 3
b 2 and 4
Cl and 4
d 4 and 5












THE NEXT PAGEG o RIGHT ON TO
TEST 2—SECTION F (Continued)












Gold: 220, 309, 823; in Alaska, 233; in
Australia, 305; in Canada, 296-297; in the
Rocky Mountains, 48.
Graf Zeppelin, 223.
Grapefruit, 49, 103, 110, 624.
Grapes: 92, 261., 304, 378; in Canada, 295;
in France, 379; in the United States, 49.
Grazing, 35, 36, 46, 48.
Great Britain: 7, 8, 233, 403; as a commercial
nation, 277-288; coal, 151; navy, 158;
trade with the United States, 62.
d65 79
If the above words were arranged
alphabetièally,












82. Mark the letter which shows on
what page information concerning





83. Mark the letter which shows on
what page information concerning





84. Mark the letter which shows on
what page information about Great
Britain s trade with the United





I Look at this partial index and find the an
swers to items 82, 83, and 84.
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Test 2 — Sec. F Score
(number right)
87. What city is on a lake?
(1)
A (2)
88. There is a number on each side of
the map. In which direction does





89. What city is northwest of Ash?
TEST 2—SECTION F (Continued)
I The map below is of a make-believe country.
It is made up of four states: A, B, C, and D.
Study the map and mark the number or






0 5 10 15 20 25 30
SCALE OF MILES
85. In what state are there mountains?
86. How far is it from Dogwood to
Cherry?
90. Between what two states does a
river form part of the boundary?
TEST 2— SECTION G 93.
ead this story:
~he polar bear is the king of the frozen
:h. The white coat of the polar bear is ~
Liar to his surroundings that it is a great
to him in his hunting and in protecting
from danger.
‘he polar bear’s feet are heavily covered
iha~ir. His vision is very good and he has
iarp sense of smell. He is the best swimmer
he hear family. Fish, seals, sea lions, and
ruses furnish most of his food.
~uriiig the winter the female bear buries
~elf in .the snow and there the young are
n. The cubs weigh not more than two
inds and are only ten inches long. When
y grown they weigh about 1600 pounds
I stand nine feet tall. These bears live about
years.
[he polar bear is hunted by Eskimos, who
the flesh, use the bones for tools, and make
skin into rugs and garments.
~ark as you have been told the number or
etter of each correct answer. You may look
back to find the answers.
The best title for the above story is
1 “Wild Animals.”
2 “The Polar Bear.”
~ “The Frozen North.”
4”Friend of the Eskimo.”
A polar bear’s feet, with their
heavy covering of hair, are espe.
cially useful when he moves
around
1 on the sandy beaches.
2 on the rocky ground.
on the ice and snow.
4on the sharp stones. 92
ge 11
TE -‘W
For food, polar bears hunt for




94. At birth, the polar bear cubs weigh
~‘ about two pounds.
b about 1600 pounds.
C about two ounces.
~ about ten pounds.





96. The polar bear’s sense of smell is
important because
1 of the wild flowers.
2 he can’t see well.
~ he is so big.











97. Of the bear family, the polar bear
91
98. A polar bear’s home is in the
_____9S
TEST 2—SECTION G (Continued) 101. The coastline of Canada is
1 Read this story:
The largest country in North America is
Canada. It makes up the northern half of the
continent.
Canada has an irregular coastline with
many fine harbors. It is lacking in large ports
because most of the harbors are icebound in
the winter. This is a serious handicap to the
development of trade.
The western shores of Canada are washed
by the Pacific Ocean, the eastern shores by the
Atlantic Ocean, and the northern shores by the
~ Arctic Ocean.
Canada is rich in mineral wealth and natural
resources, but the population is still small.
During the warm summer season, important
agricultural products are grown, the chief of
which is wheat.
There are vast areas of valuable forest on
the mountains to the west. The many fur.
bearing animals that inhabit these areas are a
source of large revenue. Most of the rivers and
streams of Canada have -waterfalls and rapids
which give unlimited possibilities for the de
velopment of power. Many discoveries have
been made of rich deposits of oil, iron ore,
and uranium.
I Mcrk the number of each correct answer.
You may look back to find the answers.





100. Canada is in the
1 eastern part of North
America.
2 southern part of North
America.
~ western part of North
America.













1 few natural resources.
2 many large ports.
~ fine harbors.
~ little water.




a lack of streams.
no shore line.
1 Canada has few natural -
resources.
2 Growing cotton is profitable
in Canada.
~ Canada has many unsettled
areas.





~ mining. • 1
105. Choose the best statement:
106. One of the major industries of
Page 12
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107. The best title for this story is
1 “Babylonians.”
2 “Trinidad and Venezuela.”
~ “Uses of Asphalt.”
~ “Production of Asphalt.”






109. In addition to road making,









1 only in modern times.
2 primarily for making medi
cines.
~ only for roads.
~ for thousands of years.
G o THE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2—SECTION G (Continued)
tead this story:
~sphalt is a semisolid, sticky material
ned by partial evaporation of certain crude
in the earth. Brown to black in color,, it
also be obtained as a by-product in the
Ltrnent of certain petroleurns and of coal
It is insoluble in water but will dissolve
gasqline.
4sphalt is found principally on the island
Trinidad and in northeastern Venezuela.
fhe famous asphalt lake of Trinidad is
ed with a thick liquid pitch which comes
rn underground sources. This substance
~‘dens quickly on the surface when exposed
air. No matter how many great slabs of
)halt are removed, it is renewed from below
just a few hours. The surface of the lake
~iard enough to support a narrow-gauge rail
d for transporting the large cakes of asphalt
m the lake.
A larger but shallower deposit oLasphalt is
nd at Bermudez Lake in Venezuela. This
halt is softer than that found in Trinidad
contains less mineral material. Practically
native asphalt is too hard for direct use and
~ist be heat~d until the water and gases are
~ven off and then mixed with crude oil.
Some of the asphalt from these lakes is
ipped to our country for use in road making,
ofing, waterproofing, and in other ways.
~phalt has been used for paving since the
ys of the Babylonians, who paved their
ariot roads with it.
Mark the number or letter of each correct








111. Asphalt has been used
r
TEST 2—SECTION G (Continued) The following things are mentioned in
story:J Read the eight titles below. You are to select
the one that would make the best title for
each of the five paragraphs of the story.
You may look back to find the answers. Removing the slabs
Transporting the large cakes
TITLES Use in road making
1. Trinidad Island Sources Hardening of the pitch
2. Location of Asphalt
3. Underground Sources
4. The Make-up of Asphalt The order in which the above things
5. Asphalt in Venezuela mentioned in the story is as follows:
6. Removal of Asphalt
7. Uses of Asphalt
8. Road Making 117. Removing the slabs was
ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.
112. The best title for the first
paragraph is number
2. 3. 4. 5. 112 118. Transporting the large cakes
was
113. The best title for the second
paragraph is number 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.
1. 2. 3. 4. 113
119. Use in road making was114. The best title for the third
paragraph is nunib~L 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.
1. 2. 3. 4. 114
115. The best title for the fourth 120. Hardening of the pitch was
paragraph is number
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.
~3. 4. 5. 6. 115
1 16~’ The best title for the fifth
paragraph is number ______________
5. 6. 7. 8. 116
Page 14 I Test 2 — Sec. G Score
C A T E - w (number right)
Arithmetic
INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS:
This is an arithmetic test. In taking it you will show how well you can think
and work problems. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but
you should answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can with
out making ~mistakes.




Correct AnswerSample A: Twelve Sheet Mark
alO a b c d e
b12 A~ I:
C 11 Correct Test
d 2 Booklet Mark
eNone JLA
Correct AnswerSample B: Twenty Sheet Mark
a22’ a b c d e
b200 B I




I Read these Roman numerals. Then mark as you
have been told the letter of each correct answer.
8. VII means
13. a121 b12.67 c2.0426 d14.20 13
not write, mark, or figure. on this test booklet unless told to do so by the examiner.
DIRECTIONS: Decide how each of the
amounts below should be written as a
number. Then mark as you are told the
letter of each correct answer. For some of
the problems none of the answers given
may be correct. If you cannot work a prob
lem, or if you think that none of the answers
given is correct, mark the letter, e. In taking
this test you should finish the first column
before going on to the second. Look at the























































I Find the smallest number, marked a, b, c, or d, in
each of the following rows. Then mark its letter.






12. a-~- b-- d4- 12
Sixty dollars and
eight cents










15. a-~- b-- c25% d 1 15-i
Test 3 — Sec. A Score
(number right)
TEST 3—SECTION B
DIRECTIONS: Mark the letter or number of each correct answer, If you do not know a
answer, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the lette
e (items 16-19), or the number, 5 (items 20-30). Finish the first column before going o
to the second. Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are marking yo
answers on an answer sheet.
r
16. 5 x 6== a 11 24. sec. means ifoot






17. 15 + 5= a 0 25. ~ means idollar
b 1 2 quarter
c18 3diane
d 36 4 nickel
eNone (17) 5 None
18. 20—4= a5 26. % means iper cent
b--- 2root
c80 3inch
d 16 4 ratio
e None (18) ~ None C




eNone (19) 5 None
20. — means ladd 28. ° means 1 foot
2 subtract 2 p1
3 multiply 3 degree
4 divide 4 part
5 None (2O)~ 5 None (~
21. + means I add 29. ‘ means angle
2 subtract 2 at
3 multiply 3 degree
4 divide 4 foot
5 None (21) 5 None (~
22. X means 1 add 30. ~rneans I care of
2 subtract 2 less than
3 multiply 3 square root
4 divide — 4 right angle
5 None (22) 5 None (I




5 None (23) ~~•j
Page 1 8 Test 3 — Sec. B Score
C A T E - W (number right)
I
TEST 3—SECTION C
IRECTIONS: Work these problems. Then mark the letter of each correct answer. For some
F the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a problem,
if you think that none of the answers given k corr~c~, you should mark the letter, e.
9member to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are marking your answers on an
nswer sheet.




A ,farmer had 14 cows. He sold 4 of them. How many cows a 18
.~ b4




Ted solved 4 problems. Sam solved 3 times as many. How many




Martha is going to set out 30 ‘jil~ants in 5 equal rows. How many




~rank h~ight 10 marbles and his sister gave him 6 more. He a 10
gave away 4 of the marbles. How many did he have left?
. eNone
~ (35)
A~. room had 10 rows of chairs with 5 chairs in each row. Four a 46




Tom had 70 marbles and lost 10. He divided those remaining a 60







TEST 3—SECTION C (Continued) -
38. Bob paid $2.25 for a new tire, 75 cents for a seat, and 50 cents a $3.50
for paint. He had $4.00 to repair his bicycle. How much did b 25~c 50~
he have left? d $1.00
e None
39. On a map, —~- inch is used to represent 10 miles. The distance
between 2 cities on the map is 3 inches. How many miles are 30
they apart? d 60
eNone
40. Ethel weighs 82 pounds, Marie weighs 68 pounds, and Edna a 69
weighs 60 pounds. What is their average weight in pounds? 68
d 70
eNone
41. How many square inches are there in a piece of glass 15 inches a 35
wide and 20 inches long. c 300
d 150
eNone
42. At a candy sale, tw~thirds of the class brought fudge to school. a 22
~ There were 33 pupils in the class. How many pupils brought
~ fudge? d16
eNone
4a;~ How many one-inch ice cubes can a tray 3 inches wide, 2 inches a 24
b 17
deep, and 12 inches long hold? c 36
d72
eNone
44. Our team has played 12 games and lost 3 of them. What per a 25




45. A man received 6 per cent interest on a loan of $400 for a $40.00
b $2.40
1 year. How much interest did he receive? c $24.00
d $48.00
eNone
20 11 [.1~ I ~~ Score
I TEST 4—SECTION D
IRECTIONS: Do these problems in addition. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
~r some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a
roblem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the
~tter, e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to reduce fractions to
,west terms. Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are marking your
nswers on an answer sheet.
r
(53) (60) ~
5 2 a 88 $ 4 3 5 7 a $52.33 a
~ ~ b 86 6 . 8 9 b $53.32 + ~ b
c18 c$58.23 3 5
;~ d76 . 6 2 d$52.32 I
eNone + 7. 1 5 eNone d9~
(46) —~ (53) e None (60)
~ (54) (61) 3 2 ~— a69--
5 0 a116 $10.00+$.50+$2+$1.50==
+4 6 b16 2 1 2 1570+
c 96 a $12.02 d $2.12 3
d960 b$14.0O eNone + 1 5 ~ c69~-
eNone c$21.20 d71~4~-
(47) (54) eNone (61)
a 938 (55) a 0 (62)
508 b1038 2 2-i- +8.25=
+4 3 0 c 78 +~ c 24 a 10-~-.25 d 10.75
d878 2 dl
bil eNonee None e None






4 C4 a.3369 d.7449d 51
e None • d T 15.7549 e None
~ (49) e None (56) C .9749 (63)
(57) 1 (64)
38 a517 12
+2 9 b67 + 2-~- b122+ 32.4+2.53+.0627+4=
c9 ~1
:. C~~-~
~ d57 a 1207 d39.0927
eNone d5+ 151604 eNone
































b 3 yd. 1 ft.
C 4 yd.














Test 4 — Sec. 0 Score
(number right)
TEST 4—SECTION E
Test 4 — Sec. E Score
(number right)
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in subtraction. Then mark the letter of each correct answ
For some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work
problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the Iett
e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to reduce fractions to lowest ter r
~2(66) (73) (80) a
3 8 a63 a$14.35 8
b 3 $ 1 5 . 0 0 b.$13.35 b 12+—2 5
1c 13 — 1 . 7 5 c $14.25 — c
. d950 d$13.25
e None e None
(66) (73) eNone 0
(67) (74) (81) a
4 5 a32 $74—$13.75= 4 6 -~ b31+
b2
—3
c 48 a $87.75 d $60.75 — 1 4 c 32+
d 42 b $60.25 e None d 32-~-
e None c $87.25
(67) (74) eNone (~
(68) (75) 1 a 0 (82)
3 9 8 a195 ~ b-~- 40.7—6-~-=
b601 ±
—203 1
c 95 — 6 C a 34.2 d
d 185 d 2 b 40.1+ e None
eNone eNone
~i68) (75) c 40+
(69) (76) 3 (83)
590 a4600 a5
b460 ]~ b-i- 86.350—24.15=—130




14 (69) e None (76) 0
(70) (77) 5 4 (84)
73 a102 6 a-3
b44 b-~- 56.08—6.0265=
—29
c 54 — 3 1 a 50.535 d 50.0553C i-i
d96 b50.5035 eNone
d 2 c 50.0535
e None



































—2 ft. 10 in.
a 2 ft. 5 in.
b 1 ft. 7 in.
c 1 ft. 5 in.
d 2 ft. 7 in.
e None
Page 22








IRECTIONS: Do these problems in multiplication. Then mark the letter of each correct






























































































































































a 13 ft. 9 in.
b 13 ft. 6 in.














[Test 4 — Sec. F Score
L ~u1m~ rightL
TEST 4—SECTION G
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in division. Then mark the letter of each correct answ
Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to express remainders as fractio
and reduce fractions to lowest terms.
(106) (113) (120)
6)1 2 a6 33)6 7 3 2 a203 4~3_
b2 b204 5 10
c72 c2004 a~-3- d~
d-~- d1994 eNone
e None e None b -~
7 —
(106) (113) C (1
(107) (114) (121)
9)4 5 a5 400) 8 0 0 0 a 8400 6-~---~---~-—3 6b4 b200




(107) (114) C (1
(108) (115) (122)
6)6 0 al 54)4 8 9 2 a~ 4-2-~-=
~25
b~ b9+
c6 o~86 a2-~ dlO+
Co,13 2
d 10
e None d 9Ø16 b 2~ e None
6 —
(108) eNone (115) C~~- (1
(109) (116) (123)
~ 3)6 2J. a2--9)4 5 ~ a501 2-÷- 2 — 2 b214-
b 510
c51 a4 dl c20+





“6)1 9 8 a303 !~3~ 6)7.0 2
b330 2 bl.17
c116-~- a6 d-- c.117





-~-—4)4 3~ 6 a 19 7 — .04). 5 0 4 a 1260
b 190 b 12.6
c109 a4-~- d14+ cl.26





























This is a language test. In taking it you will show what you know about
capitalization, punctuation, and words and sentences, and how well you can
spell. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer
as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
re 25
TEST 5—SECTION A
Correct Test Correct An~
Booklet Mark Sheet Mc
A. Thewinneroftheracewastom. ___A A ~
1 23 4 123
SAMPLE: B. He is one of my best friends. N B B
In Sample A, the “t” in “torn,” which has a 4 above it, should be a capital. Notice how the 4
been marked. In Sample B, none of the letters with numbers above them should be capil
so the N has been marked.
SENTENCES
1 2 3 4
winter has gone at last.
12 3 4
Is it raining in seattle?
1 2 3 4
The abbreviation for december is
1 2 3 4
known to be dec.
1 2 3 4
The man bought bill and
1 2 3 4
me some chocolate candy.
1 2 3 4
A week ago Mr. brown, my partner,
1 2 3 4
came home from india after a month’s visit.
1 23 4
Last week i saw his
1 23 4





CATE-W G O RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
DIRECTIONS: In each line of the sentences and stow below, four words have a numb
above the first letter. If ONE of the letters should be a capital, mark its flu
ber. If none of the four letters should be a capital, mark N, which stands f

















_______ 1__ 234_ )6_ 789•10
1 2 3 4
yesterday my friend and I rode home on
1 2 3 4
the bus from summer camp near denver. We saw
1 2 3 4
a poster saying the circus would be on hill
TEST 5—SECTION A (Continued)
1 2 3 4
Street on the 8th of july this year.
1 2 3 4
I remembered that uncle Tod used to be
1 2 3 4
a clown in a circus when he was young.
1 2 3 4
He told me of the time in florida when another
1 2 34
clown poured water in his hat, and i laughed
1 2 3 4
~ 19. till it hurt. My uncle lives near zion Park now.
1 2 3 4
He would like to travel across the ocean
1 2 3 4
and see circuses in italy and other countries.
1 2 3 4
my friend wants to earn circus passes
1 2 3 4
like bob, his brother, did by carrying water
1 2 3 4
to the elephants. He said, “we’re strong
1 2 3 4
enough to do that now. Don’t you think so?”
1 2 3 4
My birthday is on memorial Day, which
1 2 3 4
is already past, so i am now eleven years old.
1 2 3 4
My answer was, “yes, we are; but they say that
1 2 3 4
the man who does magic in the sideshow, mr.
1 2 3 4
jasper, is good. Maybe we can get a job with
1 2 3 4
that german boss putting up the sideshow
1 2 3 4
tent. Besides, elephants are always thirsty!”
1 2 3 4
Few people visit the cold
1 2 3 4
Rocky mountains during the winter months.
1 2 3 4
wheat, oats, and corn
1 2 3 4
grow in beautiful wisconsin.
1 2 3 4


















































Test 5 — Sec. A Score
(number right)
TEST 5—SECTION B
DIRECTIONS: In the letter and story below, each line has a number, such as 38, 39, or4
If a punctuation mark is needed where the number is, make a black mar
within the pair of dotted lines under the punctuation mark needed. If n
punctuation is needed, make a black mark under the N, which stands f
None. Only one answer should be given for each line.
Correct Test Booklet
and Answer Sheet Mark
• , 7 “ N
SAMPLE: C. Mary1 will you come with us? 1 ~ I ii
• , 7 “ N
SAMPLE: D. The bus2 is leaving at ten o’clock. 2 V V I
In Sample C, a comma is needed at 1 after the word “Mary,” so a mark has been made u
the comma in answer row 1. In Sample D, no punctuation mark is needed at 2, so the r~
been marked in answer row 2. If you are using an answer sheet, do not mark on this i
• , ? “N
38 H H H
• , 7 “ N
39 II II
• , 7 “ N
40 II H
• , 7 “N
41 H H H
• , 7 “N
H




• , 7 ft N
45 H H
• ,
46 H H H H H
• , 7 “ N
47 H
• , 7 “ N
48 ii ii ii Hi
• , 7 “N
49
• , 7 “ N
50 ii ii ii
• , 7 “N
51 H H H H H
• , 7 “ N





I was very happy to get your letter41
How are you and your family these days49
I miss you and your brother a lot. Mother43
Dad, and 144 are all fine, but Ruth has not
been so lucky. She had to see Dr45 Roberts
because4~. she had a bad cold.
He asked, 4.Ruth, will you do something?”
“Yes48 I’ll try,” Ruth said. “What is it?”
“Go home and take these pills49” he said.
“Then jump into bed and get lots of sleep.50
• He told Mother51 to read her an interesting
book like 59Treasure Island, written by
Page 28
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Test 5 — Sec. B Score
(number right)
Robert L53 Stevenson. It is a very good book.
Have you read it54 I read it last. summer.
Well, I guess I’d better say good-bye55
I’ll see you in about two weeks. Bob56 will
you be able to find me a nice picture post card57




Tom wanted a bicycle61 to
ride to school69 so he told his
uncle about it63
Tom said to him, 64Uncle
Ed65 will you please buy me
a bicyc1e~66”
Un.4e Ed said67 “If I do
buy you a bicycle68 will you
take ~.good care of it?69
I~ reply70 Tom said that





DIRECTIONS: Mark the number of the correct or better word in each sentence belo
Correct Test Correct A
Booklet Mark Sheet N
SAMPLE: E. She (1 ain’t 2 isn’t) as tall as Betty. 2 E E
In Sample E, the word in the parentheses with the 2 by it, “isn’t,” is the better word. N
~ how the 2 has been marked.
72. We saw (‘too 2 planes in 80. Father, (1 can 2 I help you
the sky above us. 72 today?
73. We all (1 sung 2 sang) “Happy 81. It looked as if a child had (1 drawn
Birthday.” 73 2 drew) it.
74. Mother and (‘I 2 me) thought 82. This melon was the (1 best 2bet..
Daddy looked nice. ter) of the lot.
75. (‘That there 2 boat is the 83. Mother has (1 took 2 taken) our
fastest on the lake. coats to the cleaners.
IL
76. Where (1 are 2 the carrots you 84. Both Pat and Mike (1 wants
grew? 76 2 a new wagon. —
77. All gentlemen should remove 85. We were (1 sitting 2 setting) on
~ (~ there 2thefr) hats. the lawn swing.
78. Just look at how those roses have 86. We had already (1 given 2 gave)
(1 grown 2 grew)! 78 to the Red Cross.
79. (‘We 2 players were given a 87. You should have (1 gone 2
fine dinner. to the circus.
Page 30
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TEST 5—SECTION C (Continued) 1 For each statement below that is a complete
sentence, mark YES. For each that is not,
mark NO.
The pirates found nothingbut (‘a
9~ \ i 88afl) empty nox.
98. We have been trying to
see him at his home. YES NO 98
That house was the (‘worse
2 worst) one we saw. 89
99. When the bell began to
nfl YES NO 99
Father says, A ( mans man s)
house is his castle.” 90
1.00. The teacher dismissed the
class. YES NO 100
He was almost (1 run 2 ran) over
by that car. 91
101. Calling good-bye to his
mother and running out
(1 Haven’t 2 Hasn’t) your mother the door. YES NO 101
and your father seen you play? 92
102. The girl who was the
The teacher divided the chalk smartest in the room. YES NO 102
Qbetween 2among) the fi~.re
girls.
103. Year by year the popula
tion of the West in.
(1 He 2 Him) and I met a long creased. YES NO 103
time ago~
104. A man who is as handsome
The ~birds had (1 flew 2 flown) as my father. YES NO 104
south for the winter.
105. Near the source of the
I’m sorry, but Mother is (1laying river and by the waterfall. YES NO 105
2 lying) down now. 96
106. Calling to his friends and
(1 She 2 Her) and Anne are the watching the fire as it
tallest girls in the room. spread. YES NO 106
1.1 ~.]
e 31 Test 5 — Sec. C Score
E _ (number right)
TEST 6
DIRECTIONS: Each line in this test contains four spelling words and the word, Non
These words are numbered 1, 2, 3, ~‘ and the None is numbered ~. In som
of the lines, one word is misspelled. In others, no word is misspelled.
there is a misspelled word, mark its number. If no word is misspelle
mark the 5.
Correct Test Correct Answ
Booklet Mark Sheet Mark
SAMPLE: F. 1now 2just 3come 4ron 5None F ~ ~ ~ I
SAMPLE: G. 1go 2see 3do 4may 5None 5 G G ~
107. 1 2 beeside ~ also person ~ None
108. 1 always 2 court ~ fourth ~ since ~ None
109. 1pichure 2 nose ~ having 4 5
110. ~ 2 shineing wrap ~ lame 5
111. 1 2 whole ~ raise yuong ~ None
112. 1 gravy 2 living ~ iland appear ~ None
113. ~ 2 dooty 3rapid 4 5
114. 1 dollar 2 sorr.y ~ size ~ chane ~ None
115. 1 doctor 2 mixture ~ chief ‘~ together ~ None
116. 1 gentel 2 s~in merry 4 ~ None
117. 1 quite 2 secund ~ walk ‘~ rule ~ None
118. 1 prompt 2 period serve ~ espect ~ None
119. ~ 2 3thuogh 4 5
120. ~ 2 feud ~ before ~ order ~ None
121k 1 silk 2 excuse ~ driveing 4 ~ None
122~ 1mear 2 witness ~ debt ‘~ quarrel 5
123. 1 empire 2 enjoy ~ degree ~ alow ~ None
124. 1 screen 2 timber ~ dout ~‘ losing ~ None
125. 1~itten 2bakeing ~ master ~ worst ~ None
126. 1 sixty 2 notice ~ tablet 4whisle ~ None
5c~ 1 2 3 . 4 r1z7. wire sore rabit path ~ None
128. 1mouce 2 often ~ forgot ~ yellow ~ None
129. 1judgment 2 orchestra ~ referrence ‘~ leopard ~ None
130. ~ 2 somwhere ~ gather 4 5
131. ~ 2 willing ~ poizon ~ cement ~ None
132. 1 presume 2 recal ~ hinge ~ partner ~ None
133. 1 perceive 2 overdue ~ recipe ~ sanitory ~ None
134. 1ballon 2 toad 3 penny 5
135. 1 2 handfull ~ persuade ~ skiing 5
136. 1 attain 2 conceive ~ mutual ~ sacrafice ~ None
Page 32 ~ Test 6 Score
C A T E — W iII:~I.H: ~ (number right)
(The quick brown fox just came over to greet the lazy poodle.)
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